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Introduction

Quo Vadis Wireless Sensor Networks?

Krzysztof Piotrowski - Conference Chair
IHP - Leibniz Institut für innovative Mikroelektronik 
Frankfurt (Oder), Germany
piotrowski@ihp-microelectronics.com

There are many names we use to call them, like the (original) Wireless Sensor Networks, Wireless Sensor and Actuator 
Networks, Internet of Things, Cyber-Physical Systems, Cyber-Physical Systems of Systems, and some others. More or less 
visible, wireless sensor networks are already applied in many aspects of our lives and for different purposes.

During the 20 years of Fachgespräch Sensornetze (FGSN) we were able to observe the process of the birth and evolution of 
wireless sensor networks. What do they look like now, from that time perspective? Is there still room for research and 
improvements? Or are they maybe already that mature that everything has already been said? And what do they look like from 
the industry point of view? What is the future of sensor networks? Where are they heading?

These retrospective and perspective views are the central topic of the 20th edition of the Fachgespräch Sensornetze (FGSN 
2023) held on the 4th of September 2023 at Hasso-Plattner-Institut as part of the NetSys 2023 conference in Potsdam. We were 
happy to meet again, to discuss these subjects within the scientific community. The aim of this series of Fachgespräch is to give 
scientists from academia and industry the opportunity for an informal exchange of ideas and to strengthen cooperation in this 
multidisciplinary research area. All around the sensor networks. From different perspectives.
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Internet of Things and Real Internet of Things
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Abstract—Sensor networks have come a long way since their
first inception 30 years ago. In this paper we look at the results
achieved and the areas that still need research from an industry
perspective.

Index Terms—Sensor networks; Wireless sensor networks;
Industrial control

I. INTRODUCTION

With the inception of Smart Dust a quarter of a century ago
came the vision of hundreds or thousands of tiny sensor nodes
that could be easily deployed (e.g. by throwing them out of a
flying plane), that would organize themselves into a network
autonomously and deliver data and insights to the operators
automatically, even pre-filtered, pre-processed and ready to use
[1], [2], [5]. Pretty soon actuators entered the picture and the
visions now included new forms of self organization and self-
x properties with the most common actuator being a motor
which enables mobility. Now, swarms of robots needed to be
coordinated (e.g. [4]). All of this culminated in Cyber-Physical
Systems and the Internet of Things.

However, by now many of the topics are either solved
or rejected. For example, let us take a look at autonomous
wireless multi-hop self-organization. While this topic is very
interesting from a research perspective, it is rarely useful
from an Industrial Internet of Things point of view. On the
other hand, wireless multi-hop communication is, for some
industrial monitoring applications, still very much a thing.
However, the self-organization is tuned down quite a bit,
compared to the visions from academic research. In other
industrial settings, wireless communications is limited to a
single hop or even omitted completely, returning to wired
network. Still, even in the wired setting, a lot of results from
academic research come to fruit, especially concerning the self
organization. However, the focus is not always so much on the
re-configuration of nodes as on the initial configuration. This
is due to the fact that more and more sensors and actuators
get added to factories, home automation and similar settings,
and the number of available trained experts does not rise at the
same speed. Also, experts are not cheap. Therefore, the devices
should configure themselves automatically, with minimalistic
human interaction.

From an industry perspective, robustness criteria, sometimes
coupled with real-time requirements, leave us with these three
distinct scenarios of interest:

1) Planned Wireless Multihop Networks
2) Planned Wireless Single Hop Networks
3) Self-Organizing Wired Networks
Even though the reliability and predictability of wires is

usually preferred, there are some scenarios where drawing
cables all the way is not possible. An example would be a
long bridge on which vibration data is gathered. How huge
amounts of data can be transmitted reliable, probably pre-
processed, is still ongoing research. This represents scenario
1. Research focusses, apart from reliable data transmission,
on the refinement of data on the sensor nodes. Often, AI is
mentioned.

Scenario 2 can be seen in factories with moving machinery
that should be monitored. Here, the data is transmitted wire-
lessly from the moving part of the machine to a stationary
base station. Another example are monitoring elements that are
added to already existing factories. They might work wired,
but transmission between rooms is sometimes added wireless
as drawing new cables would involve opening and resealing
walls behind fire proof doors. Here, the classic sensor network
research which focusses on data fusion, routing and similar
is complete. There is, however, still research concerning the
speed and reliability of data transmission, currently focussed
on 6G networks.

Still, all wireless communication combined has less than
10% marketshare, cabling is prevalent.

Scenario 3 represents the research focus of Perinet. With all
the research about self-organizing networks we have seen in
the last decades, one would expect that this topic was already
solved. However, when moving from academics to industry,
you realize that there is a surprising amount of differences.

II. INTERNET OF THINGS

The major focus point of the Internet of Things was, right
from its inception, to include a lot of devices, if not all, into
the Internet. A typical example was the smart fridge that would
order new milk all by itself once it was almost depleted. For
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Fig. 1. Example of Current Setups (l), Future Setup (m), and a periCORE

such devices, commercial solutions exist. However, what is
the state for ’normal’ sensors and actuators?

One of the larger problems within the huge research com-
munity that has arisen around the topic of sensor networks in
the 1990s and early 2000s was interoperability, or, rather, the
lack of it. In 2005 the group of David Culler already called for
a common abstraction within sensor networks [3], [6]. Their
basic idea was that sensor networks, like the Internet, needed
an hourglass architecture. Different protocols and hardware at
the bottom, a common protocol (their proposal: SP, the sensor-
net protocol) in the middle, and lots of different applications
above. This idea never took flight directly. However, with
the Internet of Things it was promised that IP would be the
common protocol. Is it, though?

When you look at typical vendors of one type if IoT devices,
e.g. smart home, it pretty soon becomes apparent that even
though it says IoT on the outside, what is inside is usually
still a bunch of proprietary protocols. Interoperability between
different vendors is basically not given, once you decide for
one vendor you have to buy everything from that vendor.

III. REAL INTERNET OF THINGS

What we understand under the term Internet of Things
differs. In our opinion this means that all devices in the
network ’speak’ IP. Figure 1 (left side) shows a typical setup
in the Industrial IoT as it is now. There is some IP network
within the company. However, once we go down to operations
level, we usually find SPS, Modbus and similar. Many of the
sensors are still analog, to address them you might even need
to know to which output on which SPS they are connected
when you try to sample values.

Our goal now was to enable IP connectivity up to the last
sensor in order to be able to provide ease of deployment, better
maintenance, and ease of use . When every sensor and actuator
is accessible using IP, the network structure as depicted in
the middle of the figure results, enabling easy access from
anywhere within the network. On the right side of the figure

you can see the periCORE chip we developed for this purpose.
It can be integrated directly into sensors and actuators to make
them accessible via IP.

The periCore it is also used within our periNODEs. PeriN-
ODEs can be attached to existing (analog) sensors and actua-
tors to give them the same capabilities described above. The
main advantage of this approach is that existing sensors and
actuators can continue to be used, making it highly sustainable.

IV. CHALLENGES

While this might seem straightforward, there were numerous
challenges we faced. These include but are not limited to

• User interfaces for non-Experts
• Device Discovery
• Name translation
• Semi-automatic setup
• Browsers not following specifications
• Security
One of the main problems when setting up and maintaining

an Industrial Internet of Things deployment is actually peo-
ple. In many cases you need highly trained experts for the
deployment and for maintenance. These experts are expensive
and in some cases not even available. Therefore, we needed
to develop user interfaces that could be used by non-experts.
One thing everyone is familiar with nowadays is the browser.
Therefore, we decided to include a small web server on the
periCORE which enables users to access their sensors and
actuators directly from within their preferred browser.

For many of the issues we faced individual solutions were
in existence but there was no combined approach. Table I
shows the approaches we used to solve some of the problems
we initially faced. For self-organization purposes we use IPv6
link local addressing and mdns. Routing of data is done using
MQTT, which is already prevalent in many IIoT deployments.
As security is an ever rising topic, we included mTLS and
PKI. Json is used for interoperability.
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TABLE I
PROBLEMS WE FACED AND THEIR SOLUTIONS

Problem Solution
Self-organization IPv6 LL / mdns
Data Routing MQTT
Security mTLS / PKI
Interoperability Json

TABLE II
PROBLEMS WE DID NOT FACE AND THE REASONS

Problem Implicit Solution
Data efficiency 100MBit to the sensor
Communication range the network is our transparent tunnel
Energy Consumption SPE Cable
Shared medium SPE Cable
Antenna SPE Cable

There are also some problems which are discussed in
research which we did not have to face. For example, a lot
of research has been focussed on reducing the number of
transmitted bytes as much as possible. For us this is in most
cases not relevant because we have a connection of 100MBit
down to the sensor as we are using Single Pair Ethernet (SPE)
cables. Table II shows further examples. Basically, the usage
of SPE cables solved all of these problems we would have
faced had we decided to use a wireless approach.

Still, we faced other challenges. For example, some
browsers do not completely fulfill their specifications. Others
check their internet connection at starting time. If this is an
IPv6 connection, they go into IPv6 mode, otherwise they
go into IPv4 mode. If they went into IPv4 mode, locally
connected devices using IPv6 LL can not be discovered.

One part of future research focusses on scaling issues for
the sensors as the number of sensor nodes is already much
higher than the number of regular computers in the internet
today.

Another part of future research is security. Even though
we already have security measures in place, secure multicast
is still an issue. Revocation lists are often used for which a
replacement might be interesting. When working with Linux
containers oder generally any virtual machine, secure private
storage does basically not exist nowadays. When using se-
curity domains, a membership in multiple of those could be
profitable.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we took a look at the usability of sensor
network protocols from an industrial perspective. We dis-
cussed relevant scenarios and described which approaches
from academia have found their way into industry, which have
been rejected, and which still require some more research in
our opinion.
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TBLE: Time-Synchronized Routed Mesh
Communication for BLE
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Abstract—Bluetooth Low Energy is widely used for IoT appli-
cations, but it lacks a solution for routed and time-synchronized
multi-hop mesh communication. Instead, we commonly see the
use of IEEE 802.15.4 with its Time-Slotted Channel Hopping
(TSCH) MAC layer. In this work, we introduce TBLE, a protocol
that integrates TSCH into BLE, enabling time-synchronized
routed mesh communication. Our experimental evaluation shows
TBLE to achieve similar performance to TSCH on IEEE 802.15.4,
with average latency reductions of up to 20%.

Index Terms—IoT, WSN, TSCH, BLE, IEEE 802.15.4

I. INTRODUCTION

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) has become the dominant
standard for communication in low-power wireless networks,
with an estimated 5 billion BLE devices set to be shipped
in 2023 alone [4]. Its wide availability, low-cost and energy
efficiency, make it the preferred choice for most smart devices.
However, in industrial and smart home applications, another
protocol, IEEE 802.15.4, is the prevalent communication stan-
dard. While BLE offers a less complex physical layer with
cheaper radios, both protocols have limited range and rely on
multi-hop networking for longer distance communication.

For IEEE 802.15.4, several protocols for mesh networking
exist, with Time-Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) [1] being
an established technique for routing-based communication in
IEEE 802.15.4. In the realm of BLE, Bluetooth Mesh [3] is the
standard mesh protocol, utilizing managed flooding over BLE
advertisements. Mesh communication in BLE is limited to a
single end-to-end communication at a time, using the entire
network, and to our knowledge, there is no time-synchronized
routing-based mesh communication protocol for BLE.

Previous works have explored the combination of TSCH
and BLE either in terms of coexistence [5], [7] or using
a single radio for both protocols and communicating TSCH
control information using concurrent BLE transmissions [2].
Especially the latter work raises the question, why we still
need IEEE 802.15.4 for TSCH, and why we rely on BLE
only for communicating control information.

In this paper, which in parts summarizes our recently pub-
lished paper [8], we propose TBLE, a protocol that combines
the BLE physical layer with the TSCH MAC layer. By sending
standard TSCH packets as part of time-synchronized BLE
advertisements, TBLE enables routed mesh communication
over BLE, effectively replacing the need for IEEE 802.15.4.
This integration allows the use of well-established protocols,
including real-time communication protocols, on top of BLE.

To demonstrate the feasibility and performance of TBLE,
we design and implement a BLE driver for the nRF52840-
DK [9] for Contiki-NG [10] and adapt it to transmit valid
TSCH frames within BLE packets. Our evaluation shows
that TBLE performs comparably to IEEE 802.15.4 TSCH,
with the potential for lower average latencies of up to 20%.
Additionally, due to the higher spectral efficiency of BLE
compared to IEEE 802.15.4, TBLE enables more parallel
routed communications, adding the potential to further reduce
latency and increase throughput.

The contributions of this paper are as follows: (1) we
present TBLE, a protocol bridging the gap for routed mesh
communication in BLE by adding interoperability between
TSCH and BLE, (2) we design and implement a BLE driver
for the Nordic nRF52840-DK for Contiki-NG, and (3) we
demonstrate TSCH over BLE, showcasing TBLE as a practical
routed mesh protocol for BLE.

II. DESIGN

Combining the MAC layer protocol Time-Slotted Channel
Hopping (TSCH) and the physical layer protocol Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE) comes with a set of challenges. The goal
of this work is to send TSCH frames as part of standard
BLE advertisements. For other BLE devices, these appear
like standard BLE packets, while devices running TBLE can
recognize them and form a standard TSCH network using
a BLE PHY instead of the IEEE 802.15.4 PHY for com-
munication. To achieve this, we need to adjust the timings
within a TSCH timeslot, create new hopping sequences for the
higher number of available channels, and modify TSCH’s time
synchronization method to work with BLE radios. While these
are several things that need adjustment, we can keep a major
part of TSCH untouched: its payload size. IEEE 802.15.4
packets allow up to 127 data bytes, whereas BLE supports
up to 258 bytes (cf. Fig. 1). Thus, we can send unmodified
TSCH frames as part of BLE advertisements.

Timeslot Timing. TSCH timeslots are standardized to a
length of 10 ms. Fig. 2 illustrates such a timeslot for a sender
and a receiver. The timeslot length is mainly influenced by the
frame and acknowledgment transmission times, which assume
a radio data rate of 250 kbit/s, the data rate of IEEE 802.15.4.
With BLE’s different radio data rates of 125 kbit/s, 500 kbit/s,
1 Mbit/s, and 2 Mbit/s we need to adjust the slot length to
the transmission times corresponding with these data rates,
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Preamble
(1 or 2 bytes)

Access Address
(4 bytes)

PDU
(2-258 bytes)

CRC
(3 bytes)Uncoded PHY:

Preamble
(80 µs)

Access Address
(256 µs)

PDU (N bytes)
(N*S*8 µs)

CRC
(24*S µs)Coded PHY: CI

(16 µs)
Term 1
(24 µs)

FEC block 1

Term 2
(24 µs)

FEC block 2

Fig. 1: BLE PHY packet formats for the uncoded PHY
(1 Mbit/s and 2 Mbit/s) and the coded PHY (125 kbit/s and
500 kbit/s).

Frame Tx Rx Ack
DelayTx Offset Ack Wait + Rx

Rx Offset Ack TxRx Wait     +     Frame Rx Tx Ack Delay

Fig. 2: Simplified timing within a TSCH timeslot.

resulting in slot lengths of 18.5 ms, 7.5 ms, 5 ms, and 4 ms
for the four BLE modes, respectively.

BLE Adjustments. We want to send TSCH frames as
BLE advertisements, and all devices not taking part in the
TSCH network to easily discard these. For the uncoded BLE
PHY (1 Mbit/s and 2 Mbit/s) we choose an application-
specific access address and embed the TSCH frame as the
packet’s PDU (cf. Fig. 1). For the coded PHY (125 kbit/s and
500 kbit/s), the nRF52840 can only receive packets with the
standard advertisement access address. Thus, we send standard
advertisement packets as the PDU and use an undefined PDU
type (0x90) to enable other devices to discard the packet.

TSCH Time-Synchronization. For time-synchronization,
TSCH relies on the timestamping capabilities of the radio. In
IEEE 802.15.4, TSCH uses the timestamp of the start of frame
delimiter (SFD) for time-synchronization. As BLE doesn’t
have an SFD (cf. Fig. 1), we use the radio’s functionality of
timestamping the end of address for synchronization. As this
timestamp is not as precise as the SFD timestamp in IEEE
802.15.4, we need to add radio specific offset compensations.

With these modifications of TSCH and BLE, we are able
to form TSCH networks over BLE sending mostly standard-
compliant BLE packets or BLE packets easily discardable by
a device not running TBLE.

III. EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of TBLE, we use the standard
benchmarking solution of Contiki-NG, Orchestra [6] in our
20-node testbed, spanning the top-most floor of a university
building (500m2) with offices and student rooms. For all
four BLE modes, we are able to form a time-synchronized
TSCH network. For evaluating the performance of TBLE,
we compare the performance for each BLE PHY with the
performance of TSCH using the IEEE 802.15.4 PHY. Fig. 3
shows that all BLE modes have a shorter average round-trip
latency than IEEE 802.15.4. However, only BLE 500k and
BLE 1M reach the same reliability as IEEE 802.15.4. While
BLE 125k has the lowest latency for a significant number
of packets, its latency increases drastically for nodes that are
more than a single hop away due to a significantly longer slot
length. BLE 2M experiences the most challenging environment
as it has the lowest connectivity to neighbors in the formed
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Fig. 3: Orchestra round-trip performance comparison for
TBLE and IEEE 802.15.4 TSCH

TSCH network. Overall, BLE 500k and BLE 1M are viable
alternatives to IEEE 802.15.4 achieving comparable reliability
as IEEE 802.15.4 while decreasing average latency by 20%.

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we introduce TBLE, a protocol that combines
the Time-Slotted Channel Hopping (TSCH) MAC layer with
Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) for time-synchronized routed
mesh communication. TBLE closes the gap of routed mesh
communication in BLE and has the potential to eliminate the
need for IEEE 802.15.4. Our experimental evaluation demon-
strates TBLE’s comparable performance to IEEE 802.15.4
TSCH, with potential latency reductions of up to 20%.

In future work, we plan to conduct more comprehensive
evaluations of TBLE to assess its performance in the presence
of interference. Additionally, we plan to look at the impli-
cations of larger deployments and different environments on
TBLE’s performance. Furthermore, by exploring alternative
protocols beyond Orchestra, we anticipate to be able to high-
light the advantages of either of the four BLE modes.
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Abstract—Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is a wireless network
protocol for low-power applications that is meant to be used
for star networks, beacons or - when using the Bluetooth Mesh
stack - mesh networks. Available hardware with low energy
consumption enables various applications. However, single hop
networks limit the usage of the corresponding nodes and multi-
hop communication would be interesting. In this study, we
present an approach how to enable this for otherwise beacon-
based RuuviTag sensors using Zephyr. The idea is to use routing
mechanisms instead of a full mesh to keep the energy efficient
operation of the RuuviTag. In addition, we will present an
initial performance evaluation and discuss further optimization
potential.

Index Terms—Internet of Things; BLE; Routing Protocol;
Performance Evaluation

I. INTRODUCTION

Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) is a very popular com-
munication standard because it is able to provide energy
efficient operation of the connected devices. In most cases,
the application consists of single-hop communication only.
If larger distances are to be covered by sensors, this would
require multiple base stations or a mobile agent to collect
data, even if the sensors are deployed within communication
range of each other. Such a scenario is typically addressed
by multi-hop communication. The only standardized way to
achieve this with BLE is the mesh standard [1]. Alternatives,
such as 802.15.4 based OpenThread have a high energy
consumption for the routers, which renders them infeasible
for battery-powered operation. Hence, the goal of this study
is to explore options to perceive the energy efficiency of BLE
while enabling multi-hop communication. As an example, we
use RuuviTags with several sensors and an energy efficient
design, allowing the default BLE beacon firmware to run on
them for 2-3 years based on a CR4570 coin cell battery. The
goal is to achieve a minimum life time of 1 year for all devices
in the network including battery powered routers.

II. STATE OF THE ART

BLE Mesh is the standardized option to realize multi-hop
communication within the BLE specification. We decided not
use BLE Mesh because it is comparably energy inefficient
[2], [3] due to the overhead of managed flooding to forward
messages [1]. This mechanism makes the network very stable
but power draining despite optimization efforts as in [4]. Other
approaches use IPv6 over BLE [5]. Which shows that BLE can

outperform 802.15.4 in terms of energy consumption. Recent
work has focused on multi-hop communication [6], [7] to show
potential options. However, none of the IPv6 based approaches
is currently available in Zephyr. Instead, we will define an
algorithm for multi-hop Bluetooth Low Energy networking
suitable for RuuviTags that can act as routers.

Before we define an algorithm for multi-hop Bluetooth Low
Energy networking we want to elaborate where the issues
with mesh networks like OpenThread come from. OpenThread
is an open-source implementation of the Thread Protocol
which is based on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard. Like BLE,
it uses the same frequency band of 2.5GHz but establishes a
mesh-network with IPv6-support on top of the 802.15.4 MAC
layer. Other than Bluetooth Mesh it uses explicit connections
with routing tables instead of managed flooding. However,
OpenThread is designed for mains-powered routers only. For
further details refer to the specification at [8].

The issue towards energy efficiency with this approach is
that the nodes responsible for routing the messages are in an
always-on mode. One reason is to make sure that no messages
from any neighbors are lost. Another reason is that they are
also responsible for scanning for new devices in range. Besides
that, they also have to ensure that all their connections to
devices within range are still active to update the routing
table in case of changes as fast as possible and signal it
to all the other routing nodes in the whole network. This
leads to a very high energy consumption rendering the routing
nodes infeasible for battery-powered operation, as we will also
evaluate in Section IV. As a result it is not possible to use
OpenThread based multi-hop communication for outdoor or
mobile scenarios.

III. ROUTING ALGORITHM DESIGN

We chose Zephyr to implement the routing algorithm be-
cause the Nordic Semiconductor development team ports their
boards themselves to this operating system. This results in
very good support and performance for their chips, where the
nRF52832 is the one the RuuviTag is based on.

To construct the algorithm, let us first recall the basic spec-
ification of BLE. In the default BLE stack, a device can have
multiple roles: The most basic pair of roles is the Broadcaster
sending so-called advertisements and the Observer receiving
them in a connectionless manner.
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The more advanced pair for use-cases where connection-
based communication is needed consists of the Peripheral and
the Central. The Peripheral acts as a server and cannot connect
to other Peripherals. It advertises its service until it connects to
a Central. Other connections are not allowed then. The Central
acts as a client and can connect to multiple Peripherals but also
not to other Centrals.

These latter pair of roles could be used to build the multi-
hop communication if we do not want to implement connec-
tions by ourselves. However, there is no way to relay data for
more than one hop as stated by [6]. To achieve more hops, a
device needs to act as a Peripheral and Central concurrently
which is allowed by the Bluetooth Core Specification 5.3
[9] and is implemented in the Bluetooth Low Energy stack
of Zephyr. This is possible in Zephyr because the roles are
instances of state machines in the link layer implementation.
When both are used, there is one instance for each role [10].

With this possibility in mind, we can construct a tree
layout for our architecture. The root node is our gateway
device and only acts as a Central device, to be able to
connect to many Peripherals at once. All other nodes are
Peripherals and Centrals simultaneously. When building up
the network, the gateway listens to advertisements from up
to a maximum number of nmax nodes, trying to connect to
the network. It will establish a connection with each node
in range and continues with this process until there are nmax

nodes connected. If a connection breaks, it will restart to try to
connect to other nodes. Once connected, the other nodes will
then start scanning for advertisements as Centrals and establish
new connections the same way as the gateway did. At the same
time, they will notify their measurements as Peripherals to
their parent node which will in turn forward those messages to
its parent node and so on. This way, a one directional message
forwarding chain to the gateway is built up which roughly
follows the ideas in [6] but was developed independently. An
algorithm for the build-up process is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for build-up process in nodes
Require: max child count > 0

1: child count← 0
2: start advertising() {starts Peripheral state machine}
3: wait for connection()
4: {messages can be sent to parent now}
5: while connected and child count < max child count

do
6: start scanning() {starts Central state machine}
7: wait for advertisements()
8: connect to found devices()
9: child count ← child count +

new connections count
10: end while

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

To evaluate the performance of our proposed solution, we
first implemented it in Zephyr. Then we setup a comparison

with OpenThread Routing nodes and measured the energy
consumption of the nRF52840. For BLE, we use a RuuviTag
first with the default Beacon firmware and afterwards with
the new custom routing firmware. The one with the custom
firmware is at first connected to a gateway and then we add a
child device resulting in the setup visualized in Figure 1. While

measured

root node (gateway, BLE Central)

RuuviTag, multirole

Fig. 1. Measurement setup for RuuviTag with custom routing firmware

it is connected to a child, the LED blinks once every minute to
indicate the connection state. Both devices are configured to
send their sensor data every minute. For OpenThread, we use
a nRF52840 dongle that is configured as a router with similar
sensors.

In Figures 2 and 3 the power traces for the RuuviTags are
visualized.
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Fig. 2. Power Trace of RuuviTag with original firmware

The connection process of our custom firmware takes about
26 seconds and consumes about 4.7 µAh. The LED blinking
consumes about 0.45 µAh and the basic pattern consumes
0.18 µAh per second. Therefore, the extrapolated capacity
consumption is about 15.7mAh per day which results in
a lifetime of less than 64 days with the 1000mAh of the
built in battery of the RuuviTag. This sounds low, but when
compared to the OpenThread router with a lifetime of about 6
days when powered with the same battery, this initial stage is
already a massive improvement (≈ 10 times better) compared
to OpenThread. In addition, we have measured the energy
consumption of an OpenThread Sleepy End Device, the most
battery efficient but very restricted device type of OpenThread.
This results in an approximated lifetime of 79 days, which
is not that much of an improvement compared to the BLE
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Fig. 3. Power Trace of RuuviTag with routing firmware

tree prototype. Table I lists our calculations based on the
measurements.

TABLE I
TABLE SHOWING THE EXTRAPOLATED RESULTS

Node mAh per 24h lifetime . . . years
in days

RuuviTag BLE beacon 0.6912 1446 3.964

RuuviTag BLE multihop 15.6816 63 0.175

OT Router 161.4 6 0.017

OT SED 12.6 79 0.217

It should be noted, that the measured scenario is not that
realistic and a bigger network will result in more power
consumption because of more messages sent, especially for
the devices near the root node. We plan to analyze this in
more detail in the future.

V. ROOM FOR OPTIMIZATIONS

So far, we only implemented a prototype for proof-of-
concept. This leaves room for many possible optimization
ideas that we want to discuss in this section. To increase
the energy efficiency, the messages could be synchronized,
enabling a longer idle time for each device which in turn
will reduce the energy consumption. This is similar to ideas
presented in [4]. Since all nodes except the gateway have no
knowledge about the network in the current version, there
should be a way to control which node in range should initiate
the connection. This could be possible by forwarding the
received advertisement to the gateway that then decides which
node should connect to the new device. This requires a simple
routing table in each node.

In order to try to optimize the width and depth of the tree,
parent nodes could decide if the child should try to connect
to other nodes or not. This could be achieved using a writable
characteristic that, when set to true, activates the otherwise
per default always disabled Central mode.

Another improvement could be made by setting up a con-
nection on top of the connectionless Observer-Broadcaster-

model from BLE, where the only messages sent are adver-
tisements as in [7]. When choosing this method, advertise-
ments including the hop distance to the gateway should be
broadcasted from parent nodes allowing possible new children
to choose the parent closest to the gateway. Thus, building
the routing table based on this information and only the
parent would forward corresponding data. This reduces the
broadcast of downstream advertisements in the prototype. As
a result, less messages are sent but the risk of bottlenecks
increases. Those bottlenecks could be prohibited by restricting
the amount of nodes of a subtree, as mentioned before. This
option should be as close as possible to the original energy
consumption of the RuuviTag. We therefore want to explore
this further.

When a link breaks the current way to handle this is
to disconnect the complete subtree and restart the build-up
process from there. When using the Observer-Broadcaster-
model, this could be optimized by just letting the orphaned
nodes connect to other devices in reach.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented a proof-of-concept to implement
a multi-hop network on top of the Bluetooth Low Energy pro-
tocol by using the Peripheral and Central Roles concurrently
in Zephyr. The observed measurements show the potential of
this approach to enable battery powered routers. However, we
need to further refine the protocol in the future to unlock the
potential and achieve a node lifetime closer to 1-2 years.
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Abstract—Waldwächter 5G is a project about preventing dam-
ages to forests, for example by fire. For this case, sensors connected
in a Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) multi-hop environment are
deployed to detect abnormalities. BLE is a widely spread wireless
communication technology used for low power devices, such
as smart home appliances or sensors. This paper presents two
approaches for BLE multi-hop communication, BLE Mesh as
a flooding based network primarily used for non-power-limited
devices and BLE scatternets as a lose collective term for a lot of
interconnected smaller networks. It then introduces the idea of a
third possible option, a network topology based on a BLE 5.0
feature called Periodic Advertising (PA). The idea of a approach
to PA meshes is explained and the advantages presented.

Index Terms—BLE, WSN, PAwR, multihop communication,
scatternets

I. INTRODUCTION

With climate change causing increasingly extreme and
unpredictable weather patterns, forest fires are becoming more
of a problem than they already were. Waldwächter 5G as
a whole aims for an earlier detection to prevent as much
damage as possible. Part of that is a widespread sensor
network on the ground measuring temperature, humidity and
gas resistance. Sensor networks are always bound to power
constraints, meaning a communication protocol has to balance
transmission quality and power consumption.

As such, the Waldwächter sensors are to be connected via a
multi-hop network, making the aforementioned balance ever
harder to find.

Several communication technologies could be used in this
scenario, but after a evaluation Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE)
was chosen for the purpose of this project. BLE is a widely
used wireless communication technology focused on reducing
power consumption while still maintaining a similar range to
classic Bluetooth, making it a perfect fit for sensor networks.

The communication patterns needed are similar to classic
sensor networks and consist of the following:

We have few 5G gateways and many sensor nodes providing
BLE Long Range functionality, using multihop communication
for further range. We need to be able to flood messages from
the gateway to every node from time to time, forward data
from any node to the nearest gateway and get data from any
node to all nodes.

The remainder of the paper will explain how BLE Periodic
Advertising can be used to achieve this sort of network. It starts
with an introduction into BLE and its most important features,
especially Periodic Advertising (Section II). It is followed by

an explanation on how Periodic Advertising works and what
possibilities it provides (Section III). The next section presents
a PA-based concept for a sensor network (Section IV) followed
by a conclusion (Section VI.

II. BLUETOOTH LOW ENERGY

Bluetooth is a protocol stack from the physical to the
application layer. Version 4.0 introduced the Low Energy
protocol (BLE), which is designed for very low-power operation
and a simpler rapid link build-up compared to the incompatible
"classic"Bluetooth (BR/EDR). The core specification [1] covers
the BLE controller, which is responsible for the physical and
MAC layer, the host to controller interfaces, and the BLE host,
which is responsible for the representation of services.

BLE divides the 2.4 GHz ISM band into 40 channels of
2 MHz bandwidth. The coexistence with other users is mainly
achieved through a pseudo-random frequency hopping across
37 channels. Three channels are dedicated to advertisement
broadcasts for service discovery.

Two of the most important features of BLE are Scanning
and Advertising.

Advertising is a broadcast, which can for example contain
data about services provided by the advertising device, applica-
tion data or specific manufacturer data. The advertising interval
triggers broadcasting of the advertisement message. In each
interval the message is sent to each advertising channel once.
To reduce collisions between advertisers, a random delay up
to 10 ms is prepended. Next to legacy advertisements, which
are small and sent in one piece on advertising channels, BLE
5.0 introduces Extended Advertising, which is made up of two
parts: The first part is a message on the advertising channel
announcing the second part which is then sent via a data
channels. This enables bigger advertisement messages without
blocking the advertisement channels.

Scanning works with a scan interval, which defines when to
switch advertising channels, and a scan window to define how
long to listen for advertisements. In response to a received
advertisement, the scanning device can request additional
information (active scanning) or try to establish a connection.
The upper bound for the neighbor discovery latency depends
on the combination of advertising interval, scan interval, and
scan window [2]. For example, the scan window can be chosen
twice as large as the advertising interval. In [3] the impact on
data reception of BLE advertisements was studied in a large
sensor network.
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Energy efficiency is achieved through time-slotted channel
hopping: The advertising interval triggers broadcasting of the
advertisement message. In each interval the message is sent to
each advertising channel once. To reduce collisions between
advertisers, a random delay up to 10 ms is prepended. The
scan interval switches between advertising channels and the
scan window defines how long to listen for advertisements.
In response to a received advertisement, the scanning device
can request additional information (active scanning) or try
to establish a connection. The upper bound for the neighbor
discovery latency depends on the combination of advertising
interval, scan interval, and scan window [2]. For example,
the scan window can be chosen twice as large as the adver-
tising interval. In [3] the impact on data reception of BLE
advertisements was studied in a large sensor network.

III. PERIODIC ADVERTISING AND ITS EXTENSIONS

As mentioned before, longer scanning windows provide
a better chance at receiving but also increase the power
consumption. Periodic Advertising aims to provide a better
solution if data is to be sent repeatedly in fixed intervals.
Periodic Advertising is a BLE 5.0 feature, which based on
extended advertisements allows data to be sent in fixed intervals.
It works as a connectionless multicast one-way transmission
for small payloads. After an initial advertisement containing
an extended advertising indication (AUX_ADV_IND), sender
and receiver will synchronize via AUX_ADV_IND (contains
auxiliary info about the interval and starting point of the PA)
followed by a periodic AUX_SYNC_IND, which represents an
actual PA event and data transmission. A AUX_SYNC_IND
can also be followed by additional data (AUX_CHAIN_IND)
in one interval. The periodic advertisement payload can be
changed between intervals. Of these messages, only the first
AUX_ADV_IND is sent on the primary advertising channels
and has to be manually scanned for (bigger scanning windows).
Every other packet is sent on secondary advertising channels
and at specific points of time, so that the receiver knows exactly
when to wake up.

In the BLE 5.4 specification, Periodic Advertising with
Response (PAwR) was added. This changed quite a bit about
what Periodic Advertising is able to achieve.

First of all, events are now split into several periodic PAwR
Subevents. Receiving devices can now synchronize to specific
subevents, receiving only the data they need from the PA,
further reducing the time they need to be awake. Additionally
each subevent has several response slots on which a receiver
can respond to the advertising device. Managing response slots
and which subevent to subscribe to is a application level issue.

Overall, this enables a connectionless 1-to-M bidirectional
communication. The amount of advertisers a receiving device
can synchronize to is the same as the maximum number of
possible active connections specified by the BLE controller.

IV. CONCEPT

Based on PAwR and its ability to create 1-to-M bidirectional
communication, it seems easy to create a concept for a network

structure. For our network fulfilling the communication patterns
mentioned in the introduction, we let the 5G gateway advertise
periodically and each non-connected sensor node is scanning.
As soon as a sensor node is synchronized with the gateway,
it will start advertising its own PA for the next wave of non-
connected sensor nodes. Every node tries to synchronize to
two nodes which are closer to the gateway then themselves
which creates several paths for messages to be sent.

The resulting mesh-like structure enables a power efficient
way to get data from any node to any other node, possibly
via the gateway. We also can propagate data from the gateway
via the Periodic Advertising to every single sensor or gather
sensor data via PAwR response slots. The PAwR subevents
and corresponding response slots also provide the option to
easily classify messages as alarms, data collection or telemetry.
For example we could reserve response slot 1 for alarms and
response slot #2 for collected data.

This mesh-like network structure is easy to create and man-
age, power efficient and enables bidirectional data transmission.

V. COMPARISON WITH EXISTING APPROACHES

Existing approaches can largely by assigned to two categories
with widely different requirements and use cases. BLE Mesh
[4] is a networking standard for connection-less many-to-
many communication based on BLE technology and specified
by the Bluetooth SIG. Message transmission operates on
managed flooding, which describes a network topology built
on broadcasting instead of one-to-one transmissions. Every
node receives the broadcasted message of every other node in
direct radio range.
This approach has two notable problems by design. Flooding
requires a lot of power to continuously scan for messages to en-
able a decent packet delivery ratio. While this is unproblematic
for non-power-limited devices (e.g. smart home appliances),
it is ill-fitted for mostly battery powered networks intended
for long running use cases. Moreover, flooding can create
congestions leading to increased packet collision probability
[5] and thus higher power consumption. The second approach
are BLE Scatternets which are a lose grouping of connection-
based network topologies with the sole similarity, that they are
constructed from several smaller networks (piconets) connected
to each other via BLE.

Because BLE Mesh solves a different problem than PA-based
network would, we can only compare them superficially. Both
are connectionless and work with advertisements, but every
BLE Mesh node needs to be awake permanently compared
to PA’s synchronized and extremely short wake time. This
very basic topology premise of BLE Mesh makes it easier
to use and manage, if you can affort the very high power
consumption. As long as the amount of mesh members is
lower than the connection limit, a PA-based network could
create the same topology with a fraction of the power draw
and message quantity, albeit with a slightly higher setup effort.

Scatternets would be kind of similar to PA-based network
in that every scatternet is a subset of PA-based networks. Both
have the same limit of synchronous data channels, but that
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means missing PA’s biggest advantage: It is asynchronous and
thus way more flexible. Each device can send data to as many
devices as are synchronized to it, with PAwR even providing the
option to make all these transmission bidirectional, creating
options for optimization or completely new approaches to
power-constrained BLE networking.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presents Periodic Advertising, and more impor-
tantly Periodic Advertising with Response, as an alternative
to existing approaches to BLE networking for multihop
communication. BLE Periodic Advertising with Response
enable asymmetric bidirectional connection-like relations, while
being more flexible. This allows for significant energy savings
for sensors-to-gateway scenarios. Because it hast different
constraints and goals compared to BLE scatternets and BLE
Mesh, it also paves the way for new mesh communication
patterns.

As of yet, PAwR is recent enough, that use cases and
implementations are still being worked on, but with the points
presented in this paper, it might become a very important BLE
feature.
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Abstract—Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) are evolving as
adaptable platforms for a wide range of applications such as
precise inspections, emergency response, and remote sensing.
Autonomous UAV swarms require efficient and stable commu-
nication during deployment for a successful mission execution.
For instance, the periodic exchange of telemetry data between
all swarm members provides the foundation for formation flight
and collision avoidance. However, due to the mobility of the
vehicles and instability of wireless transmissions, maintaining a
secure and reliable all-to-all communication remains challenging.
This paper investigates encrypted and authenticated multi-hop
broadcast communication based on the transmission of custom
IEEE 802.11 Wi-Fi data frames.

Index Terms—Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, Multi-hop Networks,
Vehicular Networks, Swarm Flight

I. INTRODUCTION

To share data with a ground control station (GCS), other
UAVs in a swarm, or other centralized infrastructure, UAVs
rely on wireless communication. UAVs communicate with the
base station to receive commands and transmit sensor data.
Such point-to-point communication between a single vehicle
and a GCS is straightforward.

However, when considering a swarm with multiple vehicles
and ground stations, enabling efficient and secure communica-
tion becomes increasingly challenging. The communication se-
curity is critical because the swarm relies on it for cooperation,
formation forming, or collision avoidance. However, wireless
communications is particularly vulnerable to intentional and
unintentional interference, jamming, interception, eavesdrop-
ping, and enables cyber-attacks targeting data privacy and
integrity [1]. Furthermore, the dynamic nature of UAV net-
works with nodes continuously moving and re-establishing the
connection between one another makes dependable communi-
cation links much more difficult to maintain. The dynamic
and mobile nature of UAVs, combined with the limited range
of wireless communication, necessitates the use of multi-hop
communication techniques.

In this paper we focus on security and reliability aspects
of all-to-all multi-hop broadcast communication between UAV
swarm members and the GCS. Low-cost microprocessors with
a few megabytes of RAM and integrated Wi-Fi radio open up
the opportunity for new experiments with mesh protocols. One
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and Research of Germany under grant numbers 16ES1131 and 16ES1128K.
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example is the Espressif ESP32 series, which allows broad-
casting and receiving custom Wi-Fi frames without the need
to associate to any Access Point. Securing these transmissions
is left to be the protocol implementation.

II. RELATED WORK

Mesh communication protocols such as B.A.T.M.A.N and
Babel are often considered as a basis for UAV swarms [2].
Their design assumes that security mechanisms are handled
on higher layers. Because of this assumption, mesh protocol
layers are open to a variety of cyber-attacks. The authors in
[3] mention that in multi-hop UAV swarm communication,
active RF jamming and eavesdropping are among the most
common cyber-attacks. Additionally, UAV swarms using the
Robot Operating System (ROS 1) are vulnerable to a variety of
cyber-attacks. ROS 2, on the other hand, has eliminated some
of the issues mentioned above by introducing authentication
and encryption based on a public key infrastructure.

Babel [4] proposes two optional mechanisms based on
shared keys or Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS).
SecBATMAN [5] proposes a security extension but lacks a
dynamic key exchange. Studies like [6] argue, that dynamic
key management schemes are necessary in order to secure
these mesh protocols. Beyond mesh protocols that try to
optimize forwarding routes through the network, Synchronous
Flooding (SF) provides a much simpler alternative, c.f. [7].
These protocols synchronize the forwarding of broadcasts such
that a n-hop broadcast needs just n consecutive time slots
independent of the actual number of participating nodes. Un-
fortunately, existing implementations focus on Bluetooth Low
Energy and IEEE 802.15.4 radios, which limits the available
throughput. To our best knowledge no implementation based
on IEEE 802.11 exists.

III. MULTI-HOP TELEMETRY BROADCASTS

Point-to-point communication refers to a direct communi-
cation link established between two devices, such as an indi-
vidual UAV and the GCS. Multi-point communication in UAV
swarms connects a single GCS to multiple UAVs and multi-
point meshes add multi-hop routing between GCS and UAVs.
While this link to the ground provides essential connectivity,
it is insufficient to facilitate seamless data exchange within the
swarm. Mesh protocols like B.A.T.M.A.N and Babel focus on
providing multi-hop point-to-point communication between ar-
bitrary network nodes. This would be perfect, for example, for
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two vehicles that cooperate on a task. However, cooperation
between multiple vehicles requires to broadcast at least their
position telemetry frequently enough to all the other UAVs.
Flooding the mesh network with each vehicle’s telemetry
would work, but is inefficient because it re-broadcasts more
often than necessary. This reduces the available throughput
and increases the risk of colliding transmissions. Therefore,
efficient multi-hop broadcast mechanisms are needed. We
propose to revisit the flooding of route discovery messages in
proactive mesh protocols like B.A.T.M.A.N and Babel. They
use flooding to learn the best path to each possible destination
node. Only the best next hop towards each destination node is
stored, which is repeated at the next node until the destination
node is reached. This approach provides an advantage of
adjusting the path, while messages are already traveling. The
next hops essentially form a collection tree toward each des-
tination node. Our approach aims at inverting these trees into
broadcast trees originating from that node. Thus, together with
each outgoing message the node broadcasts its next hop table.
The receiver of that message can then figure out its position
in each broadcast tree and avoid unnecessary transmissions.
This information allows each node to selectively forward
pending messages from the queue based on the neighbor’s
needs. Typically, telemetry messages in the MAVLink protocol
are much smaller than 256 bytes. Thus, during forwarding,
multiple messages from different sources can be aggregated
into a single IEEE 802.11 frame. A similar pattern can be
achieved with ROS2-based communication. The underlying
data distribution service allows to configure forwarding of
published messages, for example, to multicast IP addresses.
It can also be configured to receive such multicast messages.
However, the Real-time Publish-Subscribe Protocol (RTPS)
that is used between the ROS2 nodes is much more complex
than MAVLink. Instead of maintaining a separate broadcast
tree rooted at each node, a single spanning tree could be
sufficient [8]. A broadcast message is re-broadcasted only
in case if it was received via a neighbor in the spanning
tree, it is not a leaf node, and the message was not re-
broadcasted before. This approach combined with the loop
avoidance techniques of the Babel protocol [4] should generate
even more effective results.

IV. SECURITY IN UAV COMMUNICATION

UAV swarm communication is susceptible to RF jamming,
Man-in-the-Middle (MITM), Eavesdropping, Traffic Analysis
(TA), and Replay attacks. Eavesdropping and TA are passive
cyber-attacks and require additional hardware in order to detect
them. However, by integrating data encryption mechanisms,
the effects of these cyber-attacks can be mitigated. The effects
of a MITM attack, can be mitigated by integrating data
authentication mechanisms. The effects of a Replay attack
can be mitigated by integrating a timestamp to deem old and
repeated messages invalid. Our approach is based on providing
a secure and authenticated communication for all of the UAV
swarm members. As a key exchange protocol we plan to use
the Elliptic-curve Diffie–Hellman (ECDH) adapted to be used

for multiple parties. Once all of the parties have generated their
private and public keys and calculated a common shared secret
(session key), we will authenticate the message using Hash-
based Message Authentication Code (HMAC) based on Secure
Hashing Algorithm (SHA-2) by generating a hash of the
message together with the session key and appending the first
16 bytes of the hash to the end of the message, thus providing
authentication of the contents of the broadcasted message. To
encrypt the broadcasted message we will utilize the Advanced
Encryption Standard (AES) with the 128-bit key. Each sent
message will also include a timestamp to protect against
Replay attacks and deem old messages invalid. By using this
approach, the UAV swarm members can establish a common
shared secret through ECDH key exchange, enabling secure
and authenticated communication within the UAV swarm.

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented an idea for multi-hop telemetry
broadcasts communication within a UAV swarm, specifically
designed to enable fast, efficient, and secure mesh communi-
cation for mission execution and collision avoidance purposes.
The proposed approach incorporates all-to-all broadcasts using
flooding and message relaying. By leveraging the ECDH group
key exchange protocol, drones establish a shared secret, ensur-
ing secure communication channels within the mesh network.
The use of AES-128 encryption guarantees the confidentiality
of telemetry broadcasts, protecting sensitive information from
unauthorized access. To ensure message integrity and authen-
ticity, each broadcast message includes a HMAC-256 signature
with a timestamp. This signature provides a reliable means
to verify the origin and integrity of the message, preventing
tampering or spoofing attempts.
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Abstract—In some cases, the use of Single-Hop technologies
does not provide the required network coverage in Wireless
Sensor Networks (WSNs), and additional solutions are required,
such as Multi-Hop communication. When implementing solutions
based on WSNs, the impact of all radio spectrum regulations
should be taken into account to ensure equal band usage for all
users while at the same time ensuring the reliable operation of
the WSN. The regulations may vary by region or country. This
article focuses on the European region and the 868–868.6 MHz
band.

Index Terms—WSN, Wireless Sensor Network, Multi-Hop,
Duty Cycle, EU Regulations

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are solutions used for
monitoring various variables in different environments. Wire-
less sensor nodes are easier and faster to deploy than conven-
tional wired monitoring systems because every collected data
is transmitted wirelessly, and wireless sensor nodes are often
battery-powered or use energy harvesting. Nowadays, WSNs
are applied in many fields, such as smart cities, smart grids,
and environmental monitoring.

WSNs often use unlicensed bands, and must thus share
access to radio spectrum with other systems. The large number
of WSNs operating at the same time in the same bands
forced the implementation of regulations to prevent continuous
transmission or the transmission of harmful interference and
ensure fair access to the spectrum for all WSNs. Regulations
are region-, country-, and band-dependent. This paper focuses
on the impact of EU (European Union) regulations in the
868–868.6 MHz band [1], [2].

II. RELATED WORKS

In [3], the authors gave a detailed overview of EU Regula-
tions in the 863–870 MHz bands in the context of Low-Power
Wide Area Network (LPWAN) technologies. The authors
described available frequency bands, duty cycles, transmission
power limits, polite spectrum access, EU regulatory institu-
tions, and the recent evolution of regulations. In the second
part, the authors describe how several of the most popular
LPWANs cope with EU regulations, before finally moving on
to describe future work. In [4], the authors present a MAC
protocol that uses the special frame to set up the path and
transmit data packets in a single duty cycle with the use
of Multi-Hop transmission. The authors compare the average

packet latency of their MAC, analyzed in a probabilistic man-
ner, with simulation in Network Simulator 2 (NS-2). On the
basis of analyses and simulations, the optimal duty cycle was
mathematically calculated, minimizing energy consumption,
while maintaining the assumed delay.

III. SMARTRIVER

A. Environmental Monitoring System

SmartRiver [5], as a WSN-based system for environmental
monitoring working in the European region in the 868-868,6
MHz band, is the starting point for considering the impact
of the duty cycle on Multi-Hop WSN. The nodes (End
Nodes) used in the SmartRiver project are responsible for the
monitoring of hydrologic, weather, and air quality parameters.
Hydrologic nodes are deployed on flooding walls, flooding
fields, rivers, and water tanks. In contrast, weather and air
quality nodes are deployed on lanterns in the cities of Słubice
and Frankfurt (Oder), as well as in the surrounding suburban
areas. This solution causes the measurement area to spread
over a large area, approximately 64 square kilometers. The
distribution of nodes over such a large area causes a problem
with measured data transfer to the sink because of the distance
between nodes and the sink. An additional difficulty is the
urban environment and the hilly terrain.

B. Multi-Hop transmission

The solution for large distances between nodes was to
deploy additional repeaters (Relay Nodes) between nodes
and sink (Gateway) and implement a Multi-Hop transmission
method. The Multi-Hop transmission allows relaying data
packets through other nodes or repeaters, thereby increasing
network coverage. In addition to Multi-Hop transmission,
packets are transmitted using a Simple Link Long Range
physical layer encoding technique, that exchanges data rate for
the receiver’s sensitivity, which extends transmission distance
between single nodes and reduces the repeater’s deployment
density. In the SmartRiver project, Simple Link Long Range is
set to work in the 868–868.6 MHz band. In the MAC (Medium
Access Control) layer, CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple
Access with Collision Avoidance) was implemented to reduce
the chance of packet interference between neighboring nodes.
The WSN deployed in the SmartRiver project operates in a
tree architecture. Nodes can build a network autonomously
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and find paths in a tree, using the Asynchronous BFS (Breadth
First Search) [6] algorithm with Discovery and Join packets.

IV. EU REGULATIONS ON HARMONIZATION OF THE RADIO
SPECTRUM

The EU regulates both transmission power limits and duty
cycle limits. Transmission power limits are given as an Effec-
tive Radiated Power (ERP), which is the total power in watts
that would have to be radiated by a half-wave dipole to give
the same radiation intensity as the actual antenna, at the same
distance and in the direction of the antenna’s strongest beam.
The duty cycle DC is the ratio of the total transmission time∑

TOnAir to observation time TObs (usually one hour), as
shown in (1).

DC =

∑
TOnAir

TObs
(1)

The duty cycle is measured within a single band, which means
that simultaneous transmission on multiple bands increases the
duty cycle limits for a single device. The regulations also
do not impose how the transmission is to be distributed in
time. The available time can be exploited at the beginning of
observation time, or individual transmissions can be staggered.
Duty cycle limits can be loosened by using techniques to
access the spectrum and mitigate interference with similar
performance to those adopted under Directive 2014/53/EU
[7]. Those techniques determine whether the channel is free
(Listen Before Talk, LBT) and avoid transmission on already
occupied channels (Adaptive Frequency Agility, AFA). Those
techniques extend the maximum transmission time to 100 s
per observation time per 200 kHz of the spectrum. The band
chosen to be used in the SmartRiver project is band number
48. The chosen band allows transmission for all kinds of radio
devices and has a limitation of 1% for a duty cycle and 25
mW ERP for the transmission power limit.

V. IMPACT OF EU REGULATIONS ON MULTI-HOP
TRANSMISSION

The proposed Multi-Hop solution described in section
III can have a problem meeting the EU regulation in the
868–868.6 MHz band. This is due to several factors, such as
a large network with lots of devices, Multi-Hop transmission,
and a low data rate physical layer.

Relay Nodes, besides relaying, can also transmit their own
data packets, thus causing a lot of packets to be transmitted
through the network. The large number of packets transmitted
in the network combined with Multi-Hop transmission causes
the nodes closest to the sink to become bottlenecks because
they need to relay the largest amount of data. Because of the
duty cycle restrictions, those nodes become even more bottle-
necked, because they cannot transmit packets infinitely. The
described situation, combined with a low data rate physical
layer, may lead to exceeding the duty cycle and blocking the
transmission, and consequently to data loss due to overflow of
buffers storing packets on nodes.

Apart from data loss, waiting for the node to transmit will
cause long delays in transmitting end-to-end (e2e) packets.

Transmission delays have a particular impact on the network-
building phase, as well as data packet transmissions at critical
moments where data must be sent to the sink immediately.

Maximum transmission power regulations also affect the
operation of Multi-Hop networks, because lower transmission
power reduces the transmission range between single nodes,
which necessitates the deployment of more nodes, which
leads to more traffic in the network, and consequently to
transmission delays or loss of packets.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

As described in section V, EU regulations can have a
significant impact on WSNs using Multi-Hop transmission.
Both the duty cycle limits and transmission power limits affect
those solutions. Future research will focus on finding the most
effective way to measure and control the duty cycle. At the
moment, two concepts of duty cycle measurement and control
are being considered, including one based on the use of the
LBT technique in combination with AFA. In addition, the
impact of EU regulations on the effectiveness of WSNs based
on Multi-Hop transmission will be examined in practice.
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Abstract—This paper introduces NABB Network Discovery
(NABB-ND), a supporting protocol for the neighborhood analysis
based broadcasting (NABB) protocol in Wireless Multi Hop
Networks (WMHNs). NABB-ND addresses challenges in real-
world scenarios, including the handling of asymmetric links. It
uses heartbeat messages to determine the 2-hop neighborhood
topology and to identify asymmetric links. A reduction in
network traffic is achieved by combining NABB with NABB-ND.
NABB-ND provides valuable enhancements to NABB, improving
its applicability in practical WMHN deployments.

Index Terms—Broadcast, WMHN, WSN

I. INTRODUCTION

We developed a protocol named neighborhood analysis
based broadcasting (NABB) for broadcasting in Wireless
Multi Hop Network (WMHN) [1]. The focus of the protocol
is the use of local neighborhood information to reduce the net-
work traffic of broadcasts while maintaining a good network
coverage. Locally, on one node of the WMHN, the protocol
uses the topology information of the 2-hop-neighborhood
(2HN) and the metadata of messages received from the nodes
of the 1-hop-neighborhood (1HN). Based on that information
the protocol calculates a probability and make a probabilistic
decision if the broadcast message should be repeated by the
node.

The protocol was evaluated with simulations using the
OMNeT++ and INET framework. Within the simulation we
assumed an ideal network (without packet loss) and a WiFi
stack, but without interference or obstacles. Though, we get
very comparable results. In real-world scenarios, especially
with low cost hardware, like it is common in IoT devices,
has challenges that were not addressed in the protocol design
itself.

Excluding the collection of the neighborhood information
was a design decision, to simplify the protocol and may take
advantage of information that the lower layer might provide
depending on the network stack. The protocol also assumes
symmetrical connections or rather leave the exclusion of
asymmetric connections to the same mechanism that collects
the neighborhood information. Furthermore, packet loss also
effects the protocol’s calculations.

In this paper we describe our approaches to address
the problems the NABB protocol would face in real-world
WMHNs. In Section II we present related work. Section III

describes the design of the supporting protocol as a solution
to the problems discussed in this section. Finally, we conclude
this paper and propose future work on the topic in Section
IV.

II. RELATED WORK

Three studies were conducted based on NABB, which
address different challenges the protocol encounters in real-
world WMHNs.

The results of the first study leads to the conclusion that
most network traffic is avoided because NABB can recognize
that all nodes in the 1HN already got the broadcast message.
Therefore, Wirth changed the probabilistic nature of NABB
to a timeout based approach: timeout based NABB (tNABB)
[2]. With these changes he maintained a low network traffic,
while providing a high network coverage. The approach was
also evaluated in simulations.

Rebbelmund implemented NABB for the GNRC network
stack (GNRC) of RIOT OS (RIOT) and evaluated the protocol
in the Magdeburg Internet of Things Lab (MIoT-Lab) with
IEEE 802.15.4s hardware [3]. He developed several strategies
to counter the challenges described in Section I. Some ap-
proaches of the work we also incorporate in NABB Network
Discovery (NABB-ND) protocol in section III.

Moosdorf implemented NABB for WiFi under Linux [4].
He also implement strategies to avoid problems of NABB
in real-world WMHNs. The main focus of his work is the
combination of NABB with Network Coding (NC).

III. SUPPORTING PROTOCOL

In this section we address our solutions for the problems
from section I with an supporting protocol: NABB Network
Discovery (NABB-ND). A possible structure of NABB-ND
is depicted in Figure 1.

A. Neighborhood Information

To determine the topology of the 2HN a node x broadcasts
a message locally (to the 1HN) with a list of all known
neighbors from its 1HN. Therefor we use NABB-ND and call
this message a Heartbeat (HB). If any node y in the 1HN does
not know about node x, y will also send out its HB. To avoid
collisions, there should be a random timeout before each HB.
To cope with changing network topologies, all nodes should
periodically send out HBs to inform their neighbors about
their existence. If node x does not receive the expected HB
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Figure 1: Example for the Heartbeat (HB) structure of the NABB
Network Discovery (NABB-ND) protocol. The size of the fields are
not proportional.

from y within the period it deletes y from its list of 1HN and
sends an HB. In the case the HB from y has just been lost
due to packet loss, y will be informed through the HB from
x and should send out its own HB again. A node should also
send out an HB, when it detects a new node within its 1HN.
From the HB messages, each node can construct a graph of
its 2HN.

B. Asymmetric Connections

NABB-ND can also be used to identify asymmetric links
within the 1HN. A node x sending out an HB, can expect
to be included in any HB it receives, if the connections are
symmetric. To deal with asymmetric connections, the list with
the 1HN should be extended with a boolean value indicating
whether the connection is symmetric. If x receives a HB from
y that includes x in the 1HN list, then x should mark the
connection to y as symmetric. The HB from a new node z
that does not include x should result in an asymmetric link
mark in the 1HN list of node x. In such a case, x should
send out its HB once. If the connection between x and z
is symmetric, node z includes x in its 1HN list and sends
out an HB again. With the additional information, a directed

graph of the 2HN can be constructed and asymmetric links
can simply be ignored by NABB or NABB can be redesigned
for asymmetric links.

C. Link Quality
Another field can be added to the list of 1HN: LINK

QUALITY. Different metrics can be used for this field, e.g.
the Received Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI) or the Packet
Delivery Ratio (PDR). To handle packet loss, NABB can sim-
ply ignore links under/over a certain threshold. Alternatively
NABB can also be modified to use the additional information.
A node should just update its link quality if the changes
exceed a certain value to avoid unnecessary traffic.

D. Overhead
One goal of NABB is reduced network traffic. The addi-

tional overhead from NABB-ND is necessary to ensure the
function of NABB. Stacking NABB on top of NABB-ND can
reduce the overhead. By combining the periodical HB with a
regular NABB message, the number of messages get reduced
and with this also the overhead of underlying protocol headers
that need airtime.

To further reduce traffic, NABB-ND can include an in-
creasing STATE ID number. If there is no change for a node
x, the HB can include the last STATE ID number without the
whole 1HN, to indicate that there are no changes. If a node
y is new in the 1HN or missed the old HB with the 1HN
information, it needs a way to request the 1HN information.
An ASK UPDATE flag at the node x in the HB of node y can
signal the node x to send a complete HB.

With the UPDATE flag in the header the overhead can be
further reduced. The idea is that the the last HB with the
UPDATE flag disabled is used as the base information i and
all subsequent HBs with UPDATE or DELETE flag enabled and
increasing STATE ID update i. To allow nodes to be deleted
from the list, the DELETE flag results in a removal of all
neighbors listed in i. It is important that there are no gaps
in the STATE ID numbers, otherwise a node must ask for an
update. Updating information should only be performed if
periodical HB are send out.

IV. SUMMARY

We designed the NABB-ND supporting protocol for the
NABB protocol. NABB-ND provides the 2HN information to
the NABB protocol, which uses it as the basis for broadcasting
decisions. NABB-ND also addresses several wireless commu-
nication issues that were not directly addressed in NABB. A
future step is modify of NABB to make use of asymmetric
links and take advantage from link quality metrics.
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Abstract—The effects of climate change on the planet have
become more and more noticeable in the last decades. An increase
in extreme weather events, such as flooding and droughts, can be
observed all around the world. The usage of monitoring systems
can help to understand, analyze, and ultimately predict such
weather extremes, e.g., by reliably monitoring important indica-
tors like precipitation, river levels, and soil moisture. Since these
parameters often exhibit strong variations, even within small
geographical boundaries and short time intervals, monitoring
must be done at a high spatial and temporal resolution. This poses
a significant challenge, because an accurate monitoring requires
sensors to be deployed in a large area, which might furthermore
be inaccessible or hard to reach, mandating the use of wireless
devices. Wireless link reliability can be additionally aggravated by
harsh weather events like heavy rainfall, even though monitoring
is particularly crucial during such extreme weather events.
The relation between the prevailing weather conditions and the
corresponding link quality has only been researched to a limited
extent so far. We thus analyze long-term link quality data from
a Long Range Wide Area Network (LoRaWAN)-based sensor
network in the German Harz mountain range, in order to assess
the relation between precipitation events and the reliability of
links. Our evaluation indicates that lossy links indeed suffer from
precipitation, and packet loss is indeed greater during rain events.

Index Terms—LoRa, LoRaWAN, Weather events, Reliability

I. INTRODUCTION

Climate change is known to be the cause of many weather
extremes, like heatwaves and torrential rain [1]. One example
for such an extreme precipitation event is the German Ahrtal
flood that happened in July 2021. Within 24 hours, rainfall
accumulated up to 150 liters per square meter, whereas the
long-term average rainfall for the same region is less than 70
liters per square meter for the entire month of July [2]. The
extreme precipitation resulted in one of Germany’s most severe
catastrophes of the last decades. More than 180 people died
during the flood and the financial damages added up to nearly
30bn Euro [2]. Related works indicate that such extreme events
may accumulate in future due to climate change [1, 3].

The research project EXDIMUM (Extreme Weather Man-
agement with Digital Multiscale Methods) aims to understand
and analyze weather extremes by collecting and modeling
data on multiple scales. One very crucial data source under
consideration in the project are terrestrial data, as they can pro-
vide information about important hydrological parameters and
indicators, like precipitation, river levels, and soil moisture.

Due to their nature, these parameters can vary significantly
over even small areas and short periods of time. For correct
hydrological modeling, it is crucial to capture these local
variations reliably. In order to do so, it is necessary for the
measurement system to achieve a high spatial and temporal
resolution. This is challenging in multiple regards. First, to
achieve the desired high spatial resolution, sensors need to
be deployed over a wide area, which is often also hard to
reach. Secondly, the sensor nodes potentially need to transmit
their measurements over long distances in the range of several
kilometers, calling for wireless networking. Furthermore, the
functionality of all nodes must be ensured for a long period
of time with the limited energy capabilities from batteries.
And lastly, data captured under extreme weather events is of
particular high importance, as it contains valuable informa-
tion for hydrological analysis and modeling. Therefore, the
measurement system must be able to operate and collect data
reliably even under extreme weather conditions.

Even though the latter requirement is especially relevant, the
impact of precipitation on wireless links in sensor networks
has not seen extensive consideration in previous research
(cf. Section II). We thus analyze data that was captured
over several months from a LoRaWAN-based sensor network,
introduced in Section III, which is operated in the Harz
mountains in Germany. In order to evaluate the reliability of
wireless sensor nodes under harsh environmental conditions,
we specifically focus on lossy links (i.e., links that can both
increase and decrease their packet reception rates in response
to ambient conditions), in order to assess whether they are
negatively impacted by precipitation events (cf. Section IV).

II. RELATED WORK

Since Long Range (LoRa) nodes are often deployed out-
doors and thus prone to changing weather conditions, several
related works have investigated the effects of weather on
the link quality in LoRa networks. Most of the works agree
that weather conditions have an impact on the link quality.
However, the impact of individual weather characteristics
is controversially discussed in recent literature. On the one
hand, a correlation between temperature and link has been
described in multiple works, and there is consensus that higher
temperatures decrease the Received Signal Strength Indication
(RSSI) and Packet Reception Rate (PRR) [4–6]. On the other
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(a) Topography of the LoRaWAN deployment.
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(b) Precipitation data received from the node during April 11 - June 25, 2023.

Fig. 1. A topographic map of the analyzed LoRaWAN deployment is shown in subfigure (a). The node is marked with N, while the gateway is marked with
G. Subfigure (b) shows the received accumulated precipitation data from Node N as well as the number of lost packets on a normalized scale. The Spreading
Factor is also shown and varies between 10 and 12.

hand, no unequivocal statement has been determined for the
impact of precipitation. The authors in [7] evaluated the RSSI
for LoRa transmissions under tropical heavy rain of up to
180 mm/h and their results showed no impact on the RSSI
or PRR. In contrast to this, [8] evaluates the RSSI for LoRa
transmissions on an offshore sea farm. The results clearly show
a correlation between precipitation and the RSSI. Furthermore,
even a differentiation in RSSI between light, medium, and
heavy rain is visible in their measurements. These results
were also confirmed by [9], where Wang et al. conducted
experiments on the performance of LoRa on a campus and
found that even light rain reduced the PRR significantly by
almost 20 %. Another interesting study was carried out by
Ameloot et al. in [10]. The authors determined that the antenna
placement is a crucial point in the correlation of precipitation
and RSSI. Two different antenna locations, outdoor and indoor
were compared and only the outdoor antenna was suffering
from dips in RSSI during rain while the indoor antenna did
not show any significant variations. The authors assume that
the humidity on the outdoor antenna changed its behavior,
resulting in an antenna mismatch and RSSI drops.

Overall, related works indicate that weather indeed has an
impact on the link quality of LoRa networks and should be
considered. The specific impact on any individual link is,
however, highly specific to the deployment scenario. Previ-
ously weak links seem to be particularly prone to adverse
weather conditions, since the RSSI may drop more easily
below the receiver sensitivity threshold, resulting in packet
losses. We therefore analyze and investigate the effects of
weather conditions on the LoRaWAN deployment in the Harz
mountains in order to assess its reliability under different
weather conditions.

III. MONITORING SYSTEM

The analyzed LoRaWAN deployment is located in the
Upper Harz in Germany. For an in-depth analysis we decided
to focus on a node that is placed at the edge of the reception
range and thus potentially particularly vulnerable to adverse
weather events. The node (N) and gateway (G) locations are
marked in the topographic map in Fig. 1a. The gateway is

TABLE I
USED LORA TRANSMISSION PARAMETERS.

Frequency Spreading Factor Bandwidth Coding Rate
867.1 - 868.5 Mhz 10 - 12 125 kHz 4/5

located on top of a mountain, approximately 720 m above
sea level and the node is placed in the valley, approximately
540 m above sea level. The distance in between is 2.2 km
and there is no line-of-sight path. A MultiTech Conduit [11]
gateway and an ELSYS ELT-2 [12] node were used. The node
transmits data every 10 minutes using the LoRa transmission
parameters as shown in Table I and uses an Adaptive Data
Rate (ADR) feature, which allows for dynamic adjustments
of the Spreading Factor (SF).

IV. EVALUATION

We evaluated the data collected during the timespan of
74 days, between April 11 and June 24, 2023. During this
period, 6228 samples were received and 4479 were lost,
resulting in a mean PRR of 58 %. The RSSI ranged from
-100 to -119 dbm, averaging at -116 dbm. The accumulated
precipitation values and number of lost packets are shown in
Fig. 1b. For the sake of visual clarity, all values have been
normalized to a scale from 0 to 1. Additionally, vertical lines
are used to mark all sample points that have been lost. Thus,
their intensity gives an impression of the accumulation of
consecutive packet losses. Furthermore, the SF is also shown
and varies between 10 and 12. The diagram clearly shows two
things. First, as mentioned earlier, the PRR is comparatively
small, resulting in packet losses across the entire time period.
Secondly, more packet losses occur especially during rain
events (as indicated by a rise of the precipitation line). A
similar behavior can be observed with the SF, as it stays at the
maximum value of 12 during rainy periods with high packet
losses and reduces during periods of no rain and minor packet
loss. This is expected, since ADR is specifically designed to
adapt the SF based on the link quality. In order to get a more
detailed impression of the correlation between precipitation
and link quality, we analyzed several rain events with different
characteristics and high packet loss rates. The results are
shown in Fig. 2 and confirm our previous observation: The
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Fig. 2. A detailed view on the received precipitation data as well as missing samples for three different time periods with particular high packet loss rates.
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Fig. 3. Probability for the loss of different-length sequences of packets.

number of lost packets increases during rain events, as can
be observed as an increase of the density of missing sample
points. To quantify the results, we analyzed the probability for
packet losses for times with and without rain events. Therefore,
we assumed a rain event if an increase in the accumulated
precipitation was measured between two received samples.
The results are presented in Fig. 3 and clearly show that the
probability for packet losses is increased during rain events.
While there is a chance of 66 % that no packet is lost when
there is no rain, it decreases to 31 % in case of rain. The
probability for at least one missing sample is 34 % without rain
and increases up to 69 % during rain. For larger numbers of
packet losses, the probability decreases exponentially for both
(rain and no rain), however, the probability stays consistently
higher for samples collected during rain.

V. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

In this paper we investigated the impact of rain on the link
quality of a LoRaWAN-based sensor network. By way of an
analysis of data captured during several months in the Harz
mountains in Germany, we have correlated rainfall with the
ensuing packet losses. In our evaluation, we have focused on
a node with particular weak RSSI and PRR, given that such
nodes are especially susceptible to even minor deteriorations
of the link quality. Our results, contrary to some related works,
indicate that precipitation indeed has a significant impact on
the link quality of lossy LoRaWAN nodes. We observed a
decrease in the probability for no packet losses from 66 %
down to 31 % in case of rain. Furthermore, the probability
for losses of subsequently transmitted packets is consistently
higher during rain. For our future work, we plan to investigate

the observed correlations in more detail and validate our
first results on a larger dataset and with more nodes. In the
future, Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) could benefit from
considering weather conditions and dynamically adapting to
them. Potential adaptions may include changes of transmis-
sions parameters or alternative routing approaches. Also, the
prediction of lossy links (due to bad weather conditions) may
offer interesting research ideas, especially in regions where
adverse weather conditions occur regularly.
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Abstract—5G networks enable massive machine-type commu-
nication for wireless sensor networks in various applications.
However, deploying and operating 5G networks requires moni-
toring tools for debugging which should be cheap and easy to use.
These are not yet available. We propose a flexible 5G network
scanner based on a software defined radio and MATLAB,
which scans the environment for 5G networks and decodes 5G
master and system information block. Our scanner has a smart
scanning routine that adapts the gain and compensates the center
frequency offset of the SDR. We also present a modular and
distributed system architecture, allowing flexible post-processing.
We demonstrate our scanner in a 5G Testbed and show how
it supports network configuration and debugging. Our tool is
simple, accessible, and flexibly adaptable for different scenarios
and purposes.

Index Terms—Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), 5G, NR,
Standalone (SA), Monitoring, Campus Network

I. INTRODUCTION

Massive Machine-Type Communication (mMTC) is one of
the three main services provided with 5G [1]. Wireless Sensor
Networks (WSN) in mMTC support all kinds of modern
applications. This feature introduces a multiple of new 5G
private networks [2], [3]. Campus networks for research or IoT
networks for industrial purposes are only two examples. To set
up and operate these networks correctly, easily accessible and
cheap monitoring tools are necessary.

Before 5G, the mobile communication sector was driven by
only a few large companies. Therefore, available monitoring
tools are not a mass product and thereby expensive and
designed for experts. Monitoring based on open-source and
COTS is not available. We introduce a scanning setup with a
software defined radio (SDR) as the receiver and MATLAB
for data processing.

The contributions of this paper are:

• We propose a 5G network scanner based on accessible
and adaptable hardware and software.

• We present a smart scanning routine with gain adaption
and center frequency uncertainty compensation.

• We propose a modularized and distributed system archi-
tecture for flexible post-processing.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II
describes our idea for a simple and adaptable 5G monitoring
script. In Section III we shortly present measured results from
a scan in our 5G Testbed. Finally, we conclude our work.

II. IDEA AND REALIZATION

Continuous scanning of physical layer improves deployment
progress and operation of WSN with private 5G networks.
Since most of the user equipment (UE) in WSN is headless,
we need to verify the correctness of network configuration
under different conditions.

We propose a tool, that scans the environment for 5G
networks using an SDR and processes the measurements with
MATLAB. Decoding Master Information Block (MIB) and
System Information Block (SIB) of the 5G network is based
on a MATLAB example [4], that was adapted to meet our
purposes. The structure of our script is shown in Figure 1.

Receive data from SDR in 
burst mode

Decode MIB, SIB1

Set center frequency

Publish data via MQTT

Initialize SDR

Detect SSB 
(fc-offset compensation)

Power level ok

Adapt 
SDR gain

no

yes

yes

no

no

yes

Fig. 1. Structure of the script for monitoring a 5G network

First, we initialize the SDR and set the parameters. Second,
we scan the frequency range in burst mode and check the
power level. Third, we adjust the gain of the SDR to avoid
low or high-power signals.

Next, the script continues and tries to identify the signal
synchronization block (SSB) of a 5G network with [4]. In this
step, we propose an automatic frequency-offset compensation.
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The 5G network and the monitoring setup use different sys-
tems, which may cause their clocks to diverge significantly.
This affects the alignment of the center frequencies. As a
result, no signal is detected, even though we are looking at
the correct center frequency. We use the correlation results of
the SSB detection to show whether a 5G network is available
and adjust the offset compensation accordingly.

If we cannot detect any SSB, we select the next center
frequency. Otherwise, we use [4] to decode the MIB, the SIB1
and further network data. If the decoding fails, we select the
next data frame received in the burst and decode again. If
decoding succeeds, we send the data to MQTT for further
processing and visualization. We split MIB, SIB1 and other
data into dedicated MQTT topics.

III. RESULTS

To determine whether our monitoring script works properly,
we evaluate results with the hardware setup shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2. Hardware setup for 5G monitoring

We perform evaluation measurements in our 5G Testbed
with the SDR B200 and MATLAB script running on PC. The
5G network is deployed according to the reference deployment
in [5] set to a center frequency of 3.74016GHz. A second
MATLAB script visualizes scan results that are provided via
MQTT. Figure 3 shows two example plots. The upper plot is
the spectrogram at the center frequency where the network was
detected. The SSB periodicity is set to 5ms in the Testbed and
is visualized in the spectrogram, that also shows data traffic
between 0ms and ≈ 15ms. At ≈ 18ms the SSB is observed
without data traffic. The lower plot shows the decoded physical
downlink channels (PDCCH and PDSCH) [1].

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we introduced a simple, accessible and adapt-
able 5G monitoring solution based on a script and some cheap
standard equipment. The solution provides a smart scanning
routine and is modular. Our results show the 5G network
configuration, such as the SSB periodicity or center frequency.
Our tool supports the deployment and debugging, especially
with headless devices in WSN.
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Currently, the SIB1 is decoded as a binary message. We
plan to add more SIB1 parsing in the future so that we can
display the network parameters in a human readable format.
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Abstract—Monitoring production parameters in the industry
requires a wide range of sensors at different positions inside
factories. The usage of wireless sensors offers great flexibility
and lower deployment cost compared to wired sensors for this
use case.

In this paper, we show the adaption of a 3D airflow sensor
from a wired to a wireless design and discuss different aspects,
such as lifetime and deployment limitations. The design choices
for the hardware and protocols used for the wireless version are
shown with open research questions and reliability in mind.

Index Terms—3D Airflow Monitoring, Wireless Sensor Net-
work, WSN

I. INTRODUCTION

With the continuous expansion of Industry 4.0 [1], more
and more processes driven by sensor data are implemented
in factories. This results in a growing number of sensors
to monitor as many relevant parameters as possible with
fundamental decisions for each deployment. One is the way of
transmitting the sensor data to a sink for further processing. In
general, the data can be transmitted wired or wirelessly with
many different techniques and protocols for both types.

In scenarios that do not allow wired solutions, e.g., due
to the nature of the deployment locations, adapting wired
solutions might be necessary. This paper shows the concept
of adapting our wired 3D airflow sensor for industrial appli-
cations described in [2] to transmit its data wirelessly. We
highlight the challenges during the development as well as
the benefits and drawbacks of the solution. Furthermore, we
show our selection process behind picking the technologies
and platforms from an engineering and research perspective.

In the following, we will give a brief overview of the
design of the wired sensor in Section II. The changes and our
process for the new design are described in Section III. After
highlighting some related articles in Section IV, the paper
concludes with a conclusion and discussion in Section V.

II. WIRED DESIGN

The wired sensor is the result of our work presented in detail
in [2]. It has a spherical design with a diameter of 115mm and
6 evenly distributed funnels with a diameter of 80mm on the
surface. The funnels are connected with tubes to a differential
pressure sensor from side to side to measure the differential
pressure between the opposite sides. These measurements for

This research was funded by the German Federal Ministry for Economic
Affairs and Climate Action (BMWK) by means of the 7th Energy Research
Program of the German Federal Government under grant number 03EN1071A.

all three axes are used to calculate the direction and speed of
the airflow around the sphere.

Fig. 1b shows the sensor sphere with two funnels removed.
Inside the sphere, three differential pressure sensors (Sensirion
SDP31) are fixed to the tubes and connected with a wire to the
communication board in the upper right. The sensors commu-
nicate through an I2C-Bus. To enable a sufficiently long cable
length between the sphere and sensor node, the communication
board transforms the I2C signal to a differential signal with a
PCA9165 chip. Therefore, the cable length can be up to 25m
between the sphere and sensor node. The same chip is used on
the sensor node side to convert the signal for communication
with the MCU. Both sides use an RJ45 connector for cost-
efficient deployment to connect the cable.

III. WIRELESS DESIGN

The wireless design is shown in Fig. 1b. To keep all
measurement properties of the sphere, we did not change the
tubes, funnels or the form factor of the housing. The same
differential pressure sensors as in the old design are connected
to the tubes. Therefore, the collection of sensor values up to the
I2C-Bus connection inside the sphere is the same as before.

The connector board is switched out to enable the wireless
operation. The new design uses a FireBeetle ESP32-E board as
a control board. All sensor boards are connected to the same
I2C-Bus of the ESP32. The mounting plate inside the sphere
was adjusted for the new board so that the USB-C connector of
the ESP32 board is reachable from outside the sphere through
a small cutout. Compared to the cutout of the RJ45 connector
used previously, it uses less space.

The ESP32 board can be used for WiFi or Bluetooth
communication to transmit the collected values to a server. A
small 1100mAh battery is used as a power supply. It is fixed
with two zip ties to a new mount inside the sphere enclosure.
Part of the battery is visible in the bottom left in Fig. 1b.

According to the datasheets, with the basic sleep function-
ality of the ESP32, the average current consumption will be
around 4mA for one measurement every minute. With the
battery used here, this would lead to a lifetime of just 11
days. However, this value can be increased greatly by using
larger batteries or improving the spheres’ duty cycle and sleep
functionality.

IV. RELATED WORK

More and more wireless sensors are available in many
different areas. For home automation, for example, Zigbee [3]
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(a) Wired 3D Airflow Sensor (b) Wireless 3D Airflow Sensor

Fig. 1: Different Versions of the 3D Airflow Sensor

sensors and actuators are broadly available and build an IEEE
802.15.4-based mesh network for communication.

In industry, the availability seems to be more limited. There
are, for example, sensors like the ALTA wireless air velocity
sensor [4], which uses a proprietary protocol and multiple
frequency bands to transmit its data. However, many other
sensors are still based on Modbus or other wired protocols.

V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

As discussed above, due to the modular design of the
sphere, converting it mechanically and electrically from wired
to wireless communication is rather straightforward. With this
conversion, the solution can be used in applications prohibiting
wires connecting the spheres to a central sink. While the
conversion of the hardware can be accomplished by swapping
a few components with off-the-shelf modules, the resulting
performance remains to be evaluated.

First, when moving an application from wired to wireless
communication, special care must be taken to ensure the
system’s reliability. In wired industrial applications, the cost
of deploying the infrastructure often exceeds the cost of the
material, e.g., Ethernet cables. Therefore, over-provisioning
the links w.r.t throughput and reliability is a viable solution.
The shielded gigabit Ethernet links provide a high data rate
and shielding against interference, so transferring a few bytes
of sensor data can be achieved reliably. On the other hand,
wireless links cannot be over-provisioned easily, as a broad-
band dedicated spectrum would be orders of magnitudes too
expensive. As a result, many approaches can be found in the
literature to provide reliable communication in interference-
rich environments on shared frequency bands.

Another important factor for the wireless solution is the
energy consumption and the resulting lifetime of the network.
This is of secondary concern for most wired sensor applica-
tions since the power can be supplied over the same cable as
the data. When using batteries, however, this needs to be taken

into account. Again, as with reliability, a wealth of literature
is available to achieve virtually infinite runtime in wireless
sensor networks.

In addition, many approaches can be found for combining
these partly conflicting two challenges, each with its own
solutions. As a result, many scenarios can be covered with
existing solutions from the literature.

For the first version of our wireless design, we opted to
utilize off-the-shelf components with modules supporting only
a few of the protocols in the literature. In fact, many protocols
developed for specific challenges are rarely used outside of the
research context in which they were developed. This can lead
to projects not using the most capable solution researchers
provide, even if they are very fitting for the application.

Implementing cutting-edge approaches from the literature
often comes with significant implementation overhead. So, less
fitting approaches with highly available modules are often used
instead, even if it comes at the cost of reduced reliability of
networks lifetime. To tackle this challenge, we propose three
main design guidelines: First, novel protocol implementations
should be made publicly available and documented accord-
ingly. Evaluations of newly developed approaches should
clearly state their strength and limitations to aid the selection in
further applications. Implementations of research works should
use standard hardware wherever possible to make the resulting
protocol available to a larger group of developers.
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Abstract—This document explores the integration of artifi-
cial intelligence (AI) with wireless sensor networks (WSNs). It
addresses the challenges of finding suitable AI libraries that
retain important features of WSN nodes. The focus is on
low-power AI algorithms such as decision trees, Naive Bayes,
and Support Vector Machines (SVM). Techniques like reduced
models, dimensionality reduction, and distributed processing are
proposed to overcome the limited computational power and
resources of WSN nodes. Applications of AI in WSNs include edge
computing, energy optimization, routing, network management,
and self-adaptation. A framework is presented to support AI-
based applications on WSN nodes, facilitating the development
of AI-driven wireless sensor networks.

Index Terms—wireless sensor network nodes, artificial intelli-
gence algorithms, framework, microcontrollers

I. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks (WSN) are a rapidly growing
branch of distributed measurement systems. At a time when
interest in artificial intelligence (AI) is growing at a very
high rate, it is impossible not to use it in conjunction with
WSNs. Problems arise when finding suitable libraries that
provide the features of artificial intelligence while retaining
the most important features of WSN nodes. While there are
already tools that help in the implementation process of AI
applications for embedded devices such as X-Cube-AI for
STM32 microcontrollers [1], libraries that combine AI and
wireless sensor networks are not yet a very popular topic.

This document is an attempt to collect the most important
currently known artificial intelligence tools and algorithms,
which will next be used as part of a framework to support the
implementation of AI-Based applications for low-power WSN
nodes. These tools will be described and their most important
features will be extracted. Moreover, there will be a description
of the concept of the mentioned Framework.

II. HOW TO COMBINE AI AND WSN NODES

Thus, how to combine the features of artificial intelligence
with the relatively low computational power of a node? One
way is to use reduced models, algorithms with low computa-
tional complexity [2].

Another is to reduce the dimensionality of the data. Us-
ing dimensionality reduction techniques, such as principal
component analysis (PCA) or feature selection methods, can
help reduce the size of the data and consequently reduce the
computational load.

Distributed processing is also a good practice. Instead of re-
lying on a single base node to process data and make decisions,
a distributed processing approach can be used. Nodes can
collaborate, exchange information and make decisions based
on local data and algorithms. In this way, the computational
load can be distributed and energy consumption can be reduced
at individual nodes.

As is well known, nodes in WSNs have limited resources,
such as computing power, memory and energy. Therefore,
when designing and implementing artificial intelligence al-
gorithms, the main focus should be on optimizing the con-
sumption of these resources. Energy optimization techniques,
computational complexity reduction, data compression, etc.,
can be used to ensure efficient use of node resources [3].

III. WHERE TO USE AI ON WSN NODES

At the outset, it is worth considering for what purpose
artificial intelligence is used in wireless sensor networks. The
first thing that comes to mind is so-called Edge computing.
That is, analyzing and interpreting data collected by sensors
to extract relevant information without sending it to the base
node. Machine learning algorithms can be used for pattern
recognition, data classification, anomaly detection or trend
prediction. Such solutions bring nodes to a completely dif-
ferent level, while it is important to balance the advantages
and disadvantages of such a solution. E.g. non-linear data
processing can increase the consumption of computing power
[3].

Referring to the mentioned energy efficiency, AI can also
be used to optimize energy consumption in wireless sensor
networks. Machine learning algorithms can analyze patterns
and sensor data to optimize network scheduling and energy
management. For example, machine learning algorithms can
predict the load on sensor nodes and adjust operating schedules
to, for example, store more electricity and give it away when
demand is highest.

A third possible application of AI algorithms is routing and
intelligent network management. Machine learning algorithms
can analyze network conditions, predict node availability and
determine optimal communication routes. AI can also help
manage and configure networks to adjust network parameters
in real time to optimize network performance and availability.

As a final example, AI can help sensor networks self-adapt
to changing conditions and environments. Machine learning
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algorithms can analyze sensor data to identify changes and
automatically respond to them. For example, AI can adjust
network parameters, such as sampling times, to optimize
network performance or frequency bandwidth usage time (duty
cycling).

IV. LOW POWER AI ALGORITHMS SUITABLE FOR WSN
NODES

In the context of WSNs, it is crucial to carefully select low-
power AI algorithms that align with the resource constraints
and energy limitations of WSN nodes. Here are several exem-
plary low-power AI algorithms that are well-suited for WSN
nodes:

A. Decision Trees

Decision trees are lightweight machine learning algorithms
that offer efficient classification capabilities, making them
ideal for WSN nodes. Due to their low computational re-
quirements, decision trees can effectively classify sensor data
or make decisions based on specific conditions, all while
conserving energy [4]. Here is an example of the use of
decision trees in WSNs:

WSN nodes can use decision trees to classify sensor data.
For example, in an environmental monitoring system, a de-
cision tree can analyze sensor readings, such as temperature,
humidity, or pollution levels, and classify them as ”normal”
or ”emergency.” This makes it possible to quickly identify
potential hazards and take appropriate action.

B. Naive Bayes Classifier

The Naive Bayes algorithm is known for its simplicity and
efficiency, making it a favorable choice for low-power WSN
nodes. It operates on probabilistic principles, enabling it to
predict and classify sensor data based on the probability of
different events occurring. Naive Bayes classifiers require min-
imal computational resources, contributing to their suitability
for WSN applications.

The Naive Bayes algorithm can be used in WSN nodes to
filter unwanted packets in wireless communications. Based on
the content of the messages, the Naive Bayes Classifier can
assign them a probability of being, for example, an intended
attack on the network. This allows nodes to make decisions
on whether to discard or continue forwarding a packet based
on this probability.

C. Support Vector Machines

SVM is a well-established machine learning algorithm
that can handle complex decision boundaries, offering high
classification accuracy within WSN nodes. However, due to
its slightly higher computational demands compared to other
algorithms mentioned, SVM should be carefully deployed in
resource-constrained WSN environments where more intricate
decision boundaries are necessary.

WSN nodes can collect energy consumption data over a
specified period of time. Using an SVM algorithm, nodes
can analyze this time-course data and forecast future energy

consumption patterns [5]. Based on these forecasts, actions
can be taken to optimally manage energy in the WSN, such as
adjusting transmission schedules or regulating node operation.

V. FRAMEWORK SUPPORTING IMPLEMENTATION OF AI
APPLICATIONS FOR LOW-POWER WSN NODES

Just having a list of algorithms does not make it easier to
implement applications for WSN nodes. This requires a tool
that helps in the process of adapting these algorithms and
generating code. For this purpose, a framework will be im-
plemented, which tasks are selecting the appropriate artificial
intelligence algorithm according to the needs, defining and
learning of the model, and generating the code. Initially, the
Framework will have the ability to create artificial intelligence-
based applications for individual WSN nodes. The main task of
this part will be to create a project with generated code for the
selected node, along with all necessary libraries and artificial
intelligence model. Obviously using the most energy-efficient
AI algorithms. This will provide the functionality described
in the first paragraph of Chapter III. In the future, it is
planned to implement functionalities that will allow intelligent
management of the energy demand of the entire WSN and the
ability of nodes to adapt depending on the conditions in which
they operate. Such a framework will allow easier development
of wireless sensor networks based on artificial intelligence,
consisting of nodes that allow non-linear data processing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sensors are an integral part of IoT systems. They collect
data about the surrounding environment. These data can be
used for monitoring the environment, but also to infer human
or actuator-based actions. Any inference is therefore not only
dependent on the availability of data, but also on the data
quality. A faulty sensor, i.e. one reporting incorrect data could
have detrimental effects on an IoT system [1]. For example,
in precision agriculture, IoT systems are deployed within a
crop field or greenhouse. They include sensors to monitor
environmental data like soil moisture or temperature and water
pumps for irrigation. The behavior of the water pumps can
be automated based on the sensor readings e.g. triggering
irrigation if the soil is dry. However, faulty high soil moisture
values may lead to wilting crops. Hence, to ensure a well-
operating IoT system, faulty sensors have to be detected
and replaced. The talk will give an overview over sensor
fault diagnosis and presents our experiences in our Precision
Agriculture testbed [2].

Classification of Faults

Different categorizations of sensor faults exist (see for
example [1], [3]). Li et al. divide sensor faults into incipient
and abrupt failures [1]. Abrupt failures result in complete
failure of the sensor such that no data is collected or sent.
The reason may be a broken sensor or sensor board, a broken
network connection or a discharged battery. These types of
faults can be easily detected by a monitoring system.

In contrast, incipient failures are caused by an abnormal
sensor status in which incorrect data is sent. Incipient failures
can be further distinguished and include similar fault classes
like proposed by Zou et al. as so-called soft failures such as
drift, bias, stuck fault, accuracy decline, and spike fault [3].

Classification of Sensor Faults Detection

A simple approach for identifying faulty sensors is redun-
dancy: using multiple sensors of the same type. Then, a faulty
sensor can be identified by its measurements differing from the
majority. However, this approach increases costs, maintenance
and system complexity. In a different approach, detection of
a faulty sensor is based on historic data of the sensor or
knowledge about the sensor’s behavior [1], [3].

Research for detecting faulty sensors is ongoing and there
exists no agreed classification yet. Here, we follow Li et
al. [1] and distinguish model-, knowledge- and data-based
approaches. A model-based approach consists of a mathemat-
ical model, which describes the system behavior. The values
obtained by the sensor are compared to those predicted by
the model. However, developing a model that can accurately
describe the behavior of sensors is complicated in practice,
especially if different types of sensors are used. This approach
is suited for extreme challenging projects for example within
spacecraft control systems [4].
Knowledge-based approaches are characterized by an expert
system. The expert system consists of a knowledge and a
rule base and a reasoning mechanism. The expert’s knowledge
about the system forms the knowledge base. Based on the
reasoning mechanism, knowledge-based systems are divided
into rule-based or fuzzy inference systems. Rule-based systems
require specific binary (true/false) rules that can be hard to
obtain for complex systems. In a fuzzy inference system, the
weak knowledge about the modeled system is formulated using
fuzzy logic. A rule-based system has been applied in a setting
with greenhouse environmental sensors [5], and also fuzzy
inference systems have been used in a variety of settings [6]–
[8].
The data-based approach is the most current of the three.
From large amounts of labeled data, a classifier is obtained
by training. Possible approaches include neural networks of
varying complexity, and also support vector machines [9], [10].
However, large data requirements and necessary (re)-training
in data-based methods is time- and resource consuming.

II. PRECISION AGRICULTURE TESTBED

To evaluate and demonstrate the benefits of the semantic-
based approach of the MYNO project [11], a precision agri-
culture testbed was set up at the University of Potsdam [2].
The testbed contains a Raspberry Pi 3B as an edge component,
and several microcontroller boards which monitor and water
a group of plants. Communication is done over WiFi. The
Raspberry Pi runs the MYNO components: an MQTT-broker
and the NETCONF-MQTT bridge as well as a NETCONF-
client, which provides a user-interface. The user-interface
displays current sensor values and allows user input to control
actuators and set up automations. The microcontroller boards
are based on the low-priced ESP32 NodeMCU Module.
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Multiple sensors are used per board since each board monitors
a number of plants. Additionally, multiple sensors of the same
type are used in proximity to compare their readings to confirm
our fault detection diagnosis. The following sensors are used
per board:

• 3 different soil moisture sensors (discussed below)
• a temperature, humidity and air pressure sensor combined

in a GY-BME280 module
• a GY-302 BH1750 light sensor
• a touch-free capacitance sensor to detect the water level

within the water reservoir (one board only)
The following actuators are deployed:

• a 9V mini water pump (one board only)
• a RGB LED module as a simple actuator to test board

responsiveness

Observed Sensor Faults

Running our testbed since summer 2021, we did not observe
most of the aforementioned sensor fault classes known from
literature. In our case, we noticed most faults in soil moisture
sensors. Abrupt faults were limited to a single light sensor
and full sensor boards. All other faults were incipient failures
of soil moisture sensors. We observed soil moisture sensors
reporting incorrect, almost constant values. Motivated by this,
we attached a database to collect all sensor values from March
to May 2023. During this period we noticed the following
faults in our system:

• Sensor board fault, two times: hard fault, unresponsive
sensor board

• Soil moisture sensor fault, 10+ times:
– intermittent largely differences between measure-

ments (spike fault in [3])
– permanently constant measurement values (stuck

fault in [3], possibly with prior drift)
From the incipient faults mentioned in literature we did not
observe accuracy decline or bias. The soil moisture sensors
faults are caused by sensor deterioration over time. In the most
severe cases, electronic parts were eventually exposed to the
environment, i.e. water, leading to corrosion. It is assumed
that this is due to the materials used and the manufacturing
process.
We employed three different sensors that use two different
ways of measuring soil moisture. A resistive soil moisture
sensor by AZ-Delivery (≈ 3C) and capacitive soil moisture
sensors by AZ-Delivery (≈ 2C) and BeFlE (≈ 13C).
In resistive soil moisture sensors, the electrodes are exposed
to the environment by design and their sensitivity to elec-
trolytic corrosion has been identified [12], [13]. Corrosion
and erroneous measurement values occurred within one week
of deployment. A corroded sensor reported constant values
of 0% soil moisture. Capacitive soil moisture sensors try to
circumvent this problem by employing a different technique.
They determine the dielectric constant of the soil, which
changes depending on the water content [14]. Capacitive
soil moisture sensors do not expose electronic parts to the

environment directly. However, we noticed corrosion in many
of the capacitive sensors by AZ-Delivery as well, albeit after
weeks or months. The protective layer of the sensor was
bloated and partly broken off. We assume that this is due
to water-intake as the protective layers are only pressed and
glued together, leaving an open edge. Corroded sensors of this
type report a constant 0% or high values of soil moisture. The
BeFlE sensor included a “durable protective layer” [15] similar
to epoxy resin in appearance. However, this protective layer
developed small blisters over time. If blisters are present, the
sensor reports low-varying high values of soil moisture.

Fuzzy-Logic based Detection of Faulty Soil Moisture Sensors

While abrupt failures are easily detected by MYNO’s mon-
itoring component, incipient failures remained a challenge.
Since it is hard to find a mathematical model and on the other
hand a data-based approach seems not to be sustainable (re-
garding different sensor types), we developed a Fuzzy-Logic
based Sensor Fault Detection. The Fuzzy-Logic approach is in
a sense a mixture of the model- and data-based approach. It
does require some fuzzy knowledge about the system at hand.
Therefore, we inpected collected previous data and formulated
a set of fuzzy rules:

• If the pump has been triggered, the moisture must rise to
at least 89%

• Over three days, the soil moisture must decrease by a
value of m ∈ N , where x ≤ m ≤ y percent,, where
x and y are positive thresholds. This holds unless the
pump is activated. The thresholds x and y depend on the
manufacturer’s specifications for sensor variability and
the concrete environment itself. For our testbed, we chose
8 ≤ m ≤ 15

The inputs are the water pump state and the difference between
the current and old soil moisture values, whereas the output
is the diagnosis that indicates fault and non-fault state.
The talk will present the fuzzy-logic system in detail and also
our experiences during operation.
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Abstract— Embedded systems are used to monitor many 
things. One of the key factors in the quality of life and operation 
of the systems is the ability to effectively monitor rainfall. This 
article compares three rain sensors with different measurement 
methods: a piezoelectric sensor, a radar sensor relying on the 
Doppler effect, and a tipping bucket sensor. The sensors were 
tested in a real environment from different aspects. Based on the 
collected data, recommendations for selecting a rain sensor in 
embedded systems are presented.  

Keywords— embedded systems, rain sensors, comparison, 
rainfall monitoring, piezoelectric measurement, Doppler effect 
measurement, tipping bucket 

I. INTRODUCTION 

One of the key factors that has a direct impact on many 
aspects of our lives is rainfall. Effective real-time rain 
detection and monitoring is important in many areas, such as: 
agriculture, aviation, road infrastructure, hydrological 
monitoring or urban infrastructure [1]. 

The height of rainfall is measured in millimeters. It is the 
height of the layer of water that would form on the surface of 
the earth with an area of 1 square meter if the water from the 
rainfall did not run off, soak in, and evaporate. Rainfall 
intensity is the amount of rainfall (in millimeters) per unit of 
time (1 hour). 

Professional rainfall measurements are made using a 
Hellman rain gauge also called a pluviometer. It is a container 
with sharp edges and a certain area of the top opening (usually 
200cm2).  The instrument is mounted at a height of 1 meter so 
that water bouncing off the ground does not affect the 
accuracy of the measurement. The container in which the 
water has collected has a scale from which the volume of 
water can be read. 

Measuring rainfall with a Hellman rain gauge is done 
manually, i.e., a human being is needed to read the water level 
in the instrument. This process can be automated through the 
use of embedded systems. 

In many cases, when there is a need to automate 
measurements, particularly in areas with limited manual 
access and no continuous power supply, the selection of 
appropriate sensors becomes crucial. Therefore, it is necessary 
to consider several aspects, including energy efficiency, 
maintenance-free operation, and accuracy. The choice of a 
rain sensor is presented, taking into account the 
aforementioned factors. 

II. USED TYPES OF SENSORS 

A. Piezoelectric rainfall sensor 

Piezoelectric precipitation sensors measure precipitation 
based on the piezoelectric effect [2]. It involves the generating 
of an electric charge, in a material under the influence of an 
external mechanical stress. The sensors use specific 
piezoelectric materials such as, quartz crystals, barium titanate 

or piezoelectric polymer. Rain, snow or hailfall exerts 
pressure on the surface of the sensor, causing deformation of 
its structure. This deformation generates an electric charge, 
which is processed by the sensor and determines the intensity 
of the precipitation.  

Advantages: 

 Resistance to weather conditions
 Maintenance-free operation
 No mechanical parts

Disadvantages:  
 Susceptibility to interference generated by

mechanical vibration, noise
 Power consumption
 High price

B. Doppler radar for rainfall detection 

Precipitation sensors based on the principle of the Doppler 
effect make measurements based on the movement of particles 
and thus the change in frequency of the electromagnetic wave 
between the receiver and the source. In the case of a 
precipitation sensor, these are raindrops, snowflakes or hail. 
The sensor sends a microwave in the direction of the 
precipitation and the precipitation reflects some of the wave 
energy toward the sensor. Based on this effect, the speed and 
intensity of precipitation can be determined. 

Advantages: 

 Radar allows more accurate measurement
compared to other methods

 Ability to detect different types of precipitation:
rain, snow, hail

 No mechanical components
Disadvantages: 

 Sensitivity to interference, e.g. strong winds
 High price
 Problem with detecting very small precipitation

particles

C. Tipping bucket rainfall sensor 

The tipping bucket is a type of rain gauge commonly used 
to measure rainfall in many projects, including commercial 
[3]. The rain is collected in the small funnel-shaped bucket, 
which must be accurately sized, as this affects the 
measurement result. Typical bucket capacities in sensors 
range from 0.1mm to 2mm, which means that for each bucket 
fill, the sensor counts rainfall with a value corresponding to 
the bucket capacity. When the bucket fills to a sufficient 
capacity, the water presses down on the cradle, which tilts. 
Each tilt of the cradle sends a pulse/interrupt to the 
microcontroller, which counts the pulses.  Through this, it is 
possible to determine what the rainfall is during the measured 
period.  
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Advantages:  

 High-end sensors offer good measurement
precision

 They are used in many projects
 Low cost of the sensor

Disadvantages: 
 If the sensor is located around trees, the funnel

may become dirty or clogged making accurate
measurement impossible

 Snow can completely clog the funnel, making
accurate measurement impossible (some sensors
have heating which eliminates this drawback)

 That types of sensors have moving parts,
mechanical problems can very much affect
accuracy

III. TESTS

The following sensors were used for testing: 
 HongYuv RS2E 24GHz doppler radar rain gauge
 HongYuv RS3E piezoelectric rainfall sensor
 DFRobot Gravity: Tipping Bucket Rainfall Sensor

The measurements were collected on 16/07/2023 from 
5:50AM to 7:50AM and are presented in Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Rainfall Measurements Comparison Chart 

The sensors described above were mounted on the roof side 
by side in such a way as not to interfere with each other.  
A CC1352R1 microcontroller from Texas Instruments was 
used to collect data from the sensors. 

Sensor readings were taken every 10 minutes. The 
website worldweatheronline.com reports that the average 
rainfall in the measured area from 4:30AM to 7:30AM was 
0.1mm. Average rainfall  for the period is included in 
TABLE I.  

TABLE I.  AVERAGE RAINFALL COLLECTED FROM SENSORS 
COMPARED TO WORLDWEATHERONLINE.COM 

Average precipitation from sensors compared to 
worldweatheronline.com 

RS3E Piezoelectric 0.2038mm 
RS2E Doppler Radar 0.5517mm 
Tipping Bucket 0.2483mm 
Worldweatheronline.com 0.1mm 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTHER STEPS

Real environmental measurements are characterized by 
the fact that data is collected only when it rains, and during the 

measured time the precipitation was not too heavy. Tests show 
that the sensors have trouble measuring small values.  

Each of the sensors showed some deviation from the actual 
average rainfall reported by worldweatheronline.com. It must 
be assumed that the data provided by this service may apply 
to a much larger area such as an entire city. 

The Tipping Bucket sensor has the lowest resolution, 
which means it may not be able to accurately measure small 
amounts of rainfall, such as average rainfall of 0.1 mm/m2. It 
also has low resistance to mechanical damage and requires 
frequent maintenance. However, it takes incomparably less 
current compared to other sensors. 

In the case of the piezoelectric sensor, it gave the closest 
measurements to the real thing, requires no maintenance and 
its power consumption does not disqualify it for use in WSN 
systems. 

The sensor equipped with Doppler radar showed higher 
values than the other sensors, draws much more current, but 
has the ability to determine the type of precipitation measured. 

Tests show that there is no single good rain sensor that will 
work in all weather conditions and be suitable for any system. 

Each sensor has its own characteristics and applications, 
which can affect the final choice depending on specific needs 
and preferences shown in TABLE II.  

TABLE II.  RAINFALL SENSORS COMPARISON 

Rainfall Sensors Comparison 
Tipping 
Bucket 

Doppler 
Radar 

Piezoelectric 

Resolution  0.28mm 0,01mm 0,01 mm 
Resistance to 

mechanical failures 
LOW HIGH HIGH 

Maintenance HIGH LOW LOW 
Energy consuming ＜1mA@3.3V 130mA@ 

12V 
15mA@ 12V 

Price LOW HIGH HIGH 
Determining the type 

of precipitation 
NO YES NO 

Calibration Required NO NO NO 

A similar problem of choosing the right sensor also applies 
to many other quantities that are measured in WSNs. 

Further tests would have to be performed on a larger 
sample of measurements. 
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Abstract—In this paper we introduce the RIOT Peripheral
Selftest Shield, an extension board attached to MCU boards to
aid low level testing. A comparison of different board extension
formats motivates the design choice for an Arduino UNO
compatible extension board. We detail how the extension board
aids the test application in testing correctness of MCU peripheral
drivers. Our evaluation shows that the extension board allows
testing of all peripheral systems in regard to most modes and
aspects.

Index Terms—HiL Testing, Continous Integration, Internet of
Things, Operating Systems, Open Source

I. INTRODUCTION

RIOT [1,4] is an open source OS for Microcontroller Unit
(MCU) powered hardware such as IoT devices developed by a
distributed and diverse community. RIOT provides Hardware
Abstraction Layers (HALs) to access peripherals of different
MCUs of different vendors using the same API. Testing these
drivers has proven to be challenging, as RIOT as of this writing
supports 44 different MCU families that differ in one or more
peripheral driver from every other supported MCU family.
Hence, any rigorous attempt at testing for correct behavior
of the peripheral drivers must scale.

Software directly interacting with hardware, such as periph-
eral drivers, is inherently fragile: Strict timing requirements
between two memory mapped I/O accesses may no longer
be met when the peripheral is combined with a faster CPU
or the code is compiled by a more aggressively optimizing
compiler. As a result, peripheral drivers require regular testing
even when the code has not changed since the last test cycle.

No single contributor in the RIOT community has access to
each and every board RIOT supports. Therefore, testing needs
to be done in a distributed fashion when aiming for a wide
test coverage. This means testing equipment should ideally
be easily available and affordable, so that even hobbyist code
contributors can also contribute to the testing effort.

II. RELATED WORK

The Zephyr Project [5] employs a custom testing automa-
tion software, twister [7], that makes use of a fixtures to
model dependencies on hardware for tests. For example the
gpio_loopback test fixture depends on pairs GPIO pins
being connected. This loop-back mode self testing is cost effi-
cient and effective. However, manually preparing the hardware
and providing the configuration describing the connections
made requires some time to set up.

Weiss et al. proposed with PHiLIP on the HiL [6] the
use of specialized testing hardware connected to the device
under test (DUT). Unlike loop-back testing, even low level
aspects such as SPI clock phase can also be validated. The
downside is higher setup effort and costs. Given the use case
of attaching PHiLIP permanently to the DUT and connecting

Extension
Standard I2C SPI UART PWM ADC GPIO Adoption

Arduino UNO 3 3 3 3 3 3 High
Arduino Mega 3 3 3 3 3 3 Medium
Arduino MKR 3 3 3 3 3 3 Low
Arduino Nano 3 3 3 3 3 3 Medium
Adafruit Feather 3 3 3 3 3 3 High
D1 Mini 3 3 3 7 7 3 Low
Microduino 3 3 3 3 3 3 Low
micro:bit 3 3 3 3 3 3 Low
Olimex UEXT 3 3 3 7 7 7 Low

Table I: Comparison of extension board interfaces regarding the
provided interfaces and the availability of boards compatible with
it.

it to a continuous integration (CI) testing pipeline, this one
time setup cost will amortise over time, though.

Testbeds, as often used for research of wireless mesh
networks [2], provide an established real hardware platform
with many providing free access to third party researchers.
In RIOS [1,4] the use of testbeds for automated tests prior
releases [3] is well established. This is particularly useful
for performing end to end networking tests. However, testing
peripheral drivers especially with focus on low level aspects
is not feasible with the hardware deployed in most testbeds.

III. BOARD EXTENSION FORMATS

Table I compares popular extension board interfaces regard-
ing the features and their adoption. Here, adoption refers to
availability of different host boards designs compatible with
the standard rather than the availability of extension boards.
Only the Arduino UNO interface and the Adafruit Feather
interface have a high adoption and provide all peripheral
interfaces we plan to test. Hence, we conducted a thorough
comparison of the two interface standards in Table II. As
shown in Table II, for 25 of 44 supported MCU families an

MCU Family Arduino UNO ISP Adafruit Feather
ATmega Arduino UNO 3 Feather 328P
EFM32/EFR32/EZR32 – – Thing Plus Matter
ESP32 – – HUZZAH32
ESP32S2 – – Feather S2
ESP32S3 – – Feather S3
ESP8266 – – HUZZAH
FE310 HiFive 1 7 Thing Plus FE310
Kinetis frdm-k64f 7 –
nRF51 nRF51 DK 3 –
nRF52 nRF52840 DK 3 Feather nRF52840 Express
nRF9160 nRF9160 DK 3 Thing Plus nRF9160
QN908x QN9080-DK 7 –
RP2040 ArduPico 7 Feather RP2040
SAM3 Arduino Due 3 –
SAMD21 Arduino Zero 3 Feather M0 Express
SAMD5x – – Feather M4 Express
SAML1x – – Thing Plus SAMD51
STM32F4 Nucleo-F446RE 7 Feather STM32F405

13 other STM32 Nucleo-64 or
Nucleo-144 7 –

Total 25 6 15

Table II: Availability of boards compatible with a given extension
format by MCU family for each supported MCU family in RIOT.
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Peripheral Tested By Shield
Required?

GPIO loop-back (two pins connected) 3

I2C GPIO extender 3

UART loop-back (TXD to RXD) 3
timer to estimate symbol rate 7

SPI

loop-back (serial out to serial in) 3
CS connected to GPIO pin 3
SCK connected to GPIO extender pin 3
timer to estimate clock frequency 7

I2C I2C GPIO extender 3
GPIO extender pin connected to GPIO pin 3

ADC connected to PWM DAC 3
connected to 4bit R-2R DAC 3

PWM connected to ADC with low-pass filter 3

Table III: Testing approaches used in our test application and which
make use of the Peripheral Selftest Shield

Arduino UNO compatible board is available, while the Feather
extension standard would cover 15 MCU families.

IV. PERFORMING TESTS USING THE PERIPHERAL
SELF-TESTING SHIELD

Our Peripheral Selftest Shield follows the popular Arduino
UNO Shield format and supports an SPI bus in both common
configurations: on ISP header or on pins D11, D12, and D13.
As shown in Table III most peripheral drivers are tested by
feeding the output of the peripheral into the input of the same
peripheral (loop-back test) or into a second peripheral. The
test application contains a test suite for each peripheral which
contains tests cases that generate a specific output and compare
the looped back input with the expected values. The GPIO
and ADC peripheral have redundant tests: Correct operation
of GPIO is tested both via loop-back to other GPIO pins and
to the I2C attached GPIO extender. Similar, the ADC is tested
both via the DAC using Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) and
a low-pass filter and the R-2R resistor ladder DAC. This way
a single failing test case can be easily tracked down to the
peripheral driver that is misbehaving.

The board consists of passive components only with the
exception of the I2C attached GPIO extender. Apart from the
8 surface mount resistors in the 0805 package for the R-2R
resistor ladder, only through-hole parts with a 2.54mm pitch
were used that are particularly easy to solder on by hand. The
reason to for using surface mount resistors for the resistor
ladder is that sourcing affordable through hole resistors with
a high accuracy is difficult. However, resistors in the 0805
package are relatively large and still easy to solder on by hand.
All components required to assembly a single PCB costs less
than $ 10 while PCBs at a quantity of five can be ordered for
less than $ 1 per PCB (excluding shipping).

V. EVALUATION

The test application we implement is capable of testing a
total of 6 peripheral drivers in regard to 19 of 24 modes or
attributes by making use of the Peripheral Selftest Shield we
developed, as shown in Table IV. The setup requires mating
the shield with the DUT, selecting logic level, and flashing
the test application. In total the setup is ready in typically
less than 30 seconds. The low cost of the board makes it
affordable to manufacture dozen of shields to permanently
mate with boards that can be attached to a CI server for
autonomous testing. Even distributing free Peripheral Selftest
Shields among the community at social events such as the
RIOT summits is feasible.

Peripheral Mode / Aspect Covered By Test?

GPIO

Floating Input 3
Push-Pull Output 3
Input with Pull-Up 3
Input with Pull-Down 3
Open-Drain 3
Open-Drain with Pull-Up 3
Interrupts 3

UART

Data Integrity 3
Symbol Rate (3)
Stop Bits 3
Parity Bit (3)
Power Off Behavior (3)

SPI

Data Integrity 3
Bit Order 7
Clock Frequency (3)
Clock Polarity 3
Clock Phase 7
CS Signaling 3

I2C
Data Integrity 3
Clock Frequency 7
Clock Stretching 7

ADC Accuracy 3

PWM Duty Cycle 3
PWM Frequency 7

Summary 19 of 24 covered

Table IV: Modes and aspects of peripheral operation covered by the
testing application using our Peripheral Selftest Shield.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

This paper introduces an extension board that allows Hard-
ware in the Loop (HiL) testing both in CI pipelines and manu-
ally by a distributed and heterogeneous developer community.
We have shown that this board can automate testing of MCU
peripheral drivers with minimal setup effort. Compared to
existing approaches such as PHiLIP on the HiL [6] the effort
to setup up the hardware, to configure the hardware, and to
write tests is significantly reduced. The downside is that it is
impossible to detect certain classes of bugs with our approach
that PHiLIP would detect, such as incorrect SPI bit order
or clock polarity. For this reason our board cannot replace
PHiLIP in RIOTs testing landscape, but rather complement it.
The fact that we were able to detect a number of previously
unknown bugs across different MCU families shows that our
approach indeed provides value to the testing landscape of
RIOT.
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Abstract—This article presents the concept of a universal, mod-
ular framework that enables fast development of AI applications
on edge devices. The aim of this conceptual tool is versatility in
adapting to changing environments and integrating various types
of sensors to accomplish specific tasks, such as computer vision
or environmental monitoring. The framework is built upon the
AI4U [1] approach, which facilitates the entire process of creating
AI applications and simplifies the testing process.

Index Terms—concept, AI4U, monitoring, vision, ML

I. INTRODUCTION

With the tremendous growth in the amount of data being
generated, traditional approaches to processing and analysis
are becoming insufficient. It has become necessary to offload
some of the data processing tasks to edge devices, which are
closer to the source of data generation.

Edge devices, such as IoT sensors, smartphones, or medical
devices, have significant potential for on-device data process-
ing instead of relying on sending data to remote servers or the
cloud. There are several reasons why moving these tasks to
edge devices makes sense:

• Reduction in latency: Processing data on edge devices al-
lows for immediate analysis and response to the collected
information. It eliminates the need to send data to remote
servers and wait for a response.

• Network bandwidth savings: Transmitting large volumes
of data to the cloud can strain the network and require
substantial bandwidth. Offloading some processing to
edge devices allows for local data processing, reducing
the need to transmit a significant amount of information
over the network.

• Data privacy protection: In certain applications like med-
ical monitoring or security systems, safeguarding data
privacy is paramount. Processing data on edge devices
eliminates the necessity of sending it to external servers,
which can impact the security and confidentiality of the
information.

• Efficiency and resource optimization: Processing data
on edge devices can be more efficient and resource-
friendly. Local processing allows for better utilization of
computational power and memory resources on the edge
devices.

However, transferring some of the processing tasks to edge
devices is not without its challenges. Limited computational

and memory resources on edge devices require algorithm and
model optimization.

Despite these challenges, the transfer of data processing
tasks to edge devices is becoming increasingly popular and rel-
evant in the era of vast data generation. Further advancements
in edge device technologies, algorithm optimization, and tools,
along with improved performance, contribute to the growing
importance and utilization of these solutions.

II. RELATED WORK

In recent years, there has been growing interest in the
field of artificial intelligence (AI) on edge devices. Several
studies and research initiatives have explored various aspects
of deploying AI models on edge devices, aiming to leverage
their computational capabilities and address the limitations of
traditional cloud-based AI solutions.

Numerous edge AI frameworks and architectures have been
proposed to facilitate the deployment of AI on edge devices.
For instance, TensorFlow Lite [2] and PyTorch Mobile [3] are
popular frameworks that provide optimized versions of their
deep learning libraries for resource-constrained devices. These
frameworks enable efficient inference of AI models directly
on edge devices, minimizing the reliance on cloud computing.
Edge architectures, such as MobileNets [4] and EfficientNets
[5], have been specifically designed to achieve high accuracy
with low computational and memory requirements. These
lightweight models make it feasible to deploy AI applications
on edge devices with limited resources, such as IoT sensors
and smartphones.

Microsoft and Intel are two prominent technology compa-
nies that provide platforms and tools for building applications
on edge devices. Intel has created Intel® Edge Insights, which
is a comprehensive software provided by Intel that enables
intelligent processing and analysis of data on edge devices.
It is designed to facilitate deployment, management, and data
analysis at the edge of the network. Intel® Edge Insights [6]
offers a range of features and capabilities dedicated to edge
environments.This platform is an open and modular software
development kit based on the Open Source ROS 2 [7] (Robot
Operating System 2) system. ROS2 is a flexible framework for
developing robotic systems. It provides a collection of software
libraries and tools that enable communication, control, and
coordination among various components of a robot system.
Microsoft Azure AI Platform [8] is a comprehensive suite
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of artificial intelligence (AI) services and tools offered by
Microsoft as part of its Azure cloud computing platform and
edge devices. It provides a wide range of AI capabilities
that enable developers to build, deploy, and scale AI-powered
applications and solutions.

However, both platforms place a number of requirements or
specially designed devices to work with them.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

The concept of the creating a modular application based
on AI4U with defined interfaces for running artificial in-
telligence (AI) on edge devices and transmitting processed
data through WSN (Wireless Sensor Network) [9] using the
MicroPython [10] language is an idea that combines the
benefits of modularity, AI, and efficient programming for
microcontrollers. MicroPython is an optimized programming
language that offers high performance on microcontrollers.
As a result, modular AI applications run smoothly on edge
devices, utilizing their available computational and memory
resources efficiently. MicroPython allows for the creation of
applications with a modular architecture, enabling easy addi-
tion, removal, and modification of AI modules. This flexibility
allows for the expansion of system functionality, including
various machine learning algorithms and data processing tech-
niques.Additionally defining interfaces, you can divide the
code into modules that are independent but collaborate through
interfaces. This facilitates code management and allows for
easier expansion and maintenance of the application. For
example, if the application uses various sensors, you can
define an interface that specifies common methods for reading
data from those sensors. As a result, regardless of which
sensors are used, the code can utilize a uniform interface.
With interfaces, it becomes easy to swap out implementations
of components in the application. If all components use the
same interface, you can seamlessly replace one implemen-
tation with another without modifying the rest of the code.
This simplifies development, testing, and maintenance of the
application. Interfaces enable abstraction and separation of
different layers in the application. For instance, you can define
interfaces for the business logic layer, network communication,
or interaction with peripheral devices. This enhances code
readability, scalability, and comprehensibility.

Utilizing interfaces in the code of a concept of the modular
application in MicroPython offers numerous benefits, such
as code modularization, unified access interfaces, component
interchangeability, testability, and abstraction and layer sep-
aration. Interfaces in MicroPython facilitate the creation of
flexible and scalable code, which is particularly valuable in
the context of microcontrollers and embedded systems. By
leveraging interfaces, you can easily develop and maintain the
application while improving its readability and modularity.

The proposal for a modular application in MicroPython
will enable it to work on any device supporting AI and the
MicroPython language. As a result, the application can be
run on various platforms, such as microcontrollers, System
on a Chip (SoC) devices, or IoT modules. In addition AI on

edge devices can locally process and analyze data, identifying
relevant information. This allows for the transmission of only
essential processing results, eliminating the need to send the
entire set of raw data. Consequently, the amount of data
transmitted through the network is reduced, resulting in energy
savings.

IV. THE APPLICATION AREA

The application area for this modular application can be
vast and diverse, as it enables the deployment of artificial in-
telligence (AI) on edge devices and the seamless transmission
of processed data through WSN (Wireless Sensor Network).
Some potential application areas include:

• Smart Cities: The modular AI application can be uti-
lized for various smart city applications, such as in-
telligent traffic management, environmental monitoring,
waste management optimization, and energy consumption
optimization.

• Agriculture: In the agricultural sector, the modular AI
application can be used for crop monitoring, precision
agriculture, irrigation management, pest detection, and
yield optimization, helping farmers make data-driven
decisions and improve productivity.

• Surveillance and Security: The modular AI application
can enhance surveillance and security systems by pro-
viding real-time video analysis, anomaly detection, facial
recognition, and intruder detection, enhancing safety and
security in various environments.
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Abstract—Growing popularity and demand to adopt 
renewable energy sources cause the need to use distributed 
generators (DGs) with converters as energy interfaces. This 
paper explores the concept of treating DGs as sensor networks 
within a decentralized hierarchical microgrid architecture. DGs 
can provide valuable real-time measurements and data about 
voltage, current, frequency, and power output, which can be 
considered as sensor data in the context of the microgrid system. 
The created sensor network communicates implicitly through 
changes in voltage and frequency within the grid without the 
need for physical connection link, therefore it is not vulnerable 
to communication disruptions or security threats and lowers the 
investment cost. In the proposed approach, part of the tasks of 
the microgrid controller is transferred to the local controller. 

Keywords—microgrid, hierarchical control, implicit 
communication,  

I. INTRODUCTION 
Control of an implicitly communicated microgrid (MG) 

refers to a control approach that operates without relying on 
real-time communication links between its components. In 
this type of control system, the various components within the 
microgrid make decisions and adjustments based on local 
measurements, decentralized algorithms, or predefined 
control strategies. Implicit communication control offers 
simplicity, robustness, and independence from potential 
communication disruptions. The disadvantages related to 
wireless control like limited bandwidth, power consumption, 
or interferences do not occur [1]. What is more, providing the 
physical connection between inverters could be difficult 
because of their location and the long distances between the 
inverters [2].  

The control in hierarchical MG is divided into three 
groups, primary, secondary, and tertiary. The role of primary 
control is to maintain basic operations such as power sharing, 
stabilizing voltage and frequency [3]. As most of the literature 
describes, the primary control layer is based on droop control 
which is decentralized and does not require explicit 
communication. [4]. The secondary layer eliminates the 
steady-state error that leaves the primary layer. In the 
Secondary layer, the majority of documented approaches 
require direct communication [5] but up to now, no standard 
for communication in the secondary level has been established 
[4]. The role of tertiary control is system-wide optimization, 
coordination, and long-term planning of the microgrid. It 
relies on communication between the MG controller and 
external units like the energy market or the grid operators. 

The DGs can be treated as a sensor network, where each 
generator with its local controller (LC) is a sensor node. The 
communication line is shared with the power grid.  By treating 
DGs as a sensor network, the MG control system can collect 
and utilize the measurements from DGs for various purposes, 
such as monitoring, control, and optimization. DGs being 

sensor nodes are providing information about the state and 
performance of the system.  

In this paper, the hierarchical MG control is presented with 
an analogy to Sensor Network. The proposed approach puts 
more responsibility on LC, thereby more control tasks could 
be performed by the implicit communication. The presented 
architecture of transferring part of the responsibility to the 
local controller is presented in Figure 1. 

II. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY CONTROL

A. Droop control 
The inverters without direct communication links can still 

be aware of what is happening with the other units with the 
use of the droop control. It is a decentralized method used in 
power systems, including microgrids, to regulate the power 
output of multiple energy sources (such as inverters or 
generators) and maintain stability. It works by adjusting the 
frequency or voltage of each energy source based on changes 
in the total power demand. The curves of the droop control 
method are presented in Figure 1. 

Each DG adjusts its output reactive power based on 
changes in voltage. In case of decreasing the grid voltage, 
indicating a higher reactive power demand or increased 
system losses, each generator increases its power output 
proportionally according to its voltage droop characteristic. 
Conversely, if the grid voltage increases, each DG reduces its 
power output accordingly. This adjustment is made 
independently by each DG without direct communication. 

In addition to voltage droop, frequency droop is also 
employed. When the grid frequency decreases, indicating a 
higher power demand, each generator increases its power 
output proportionally according to its predetermined droop 
characteristic. Similarly, if the grid frequency increases, 
indicating a lower power demand, each generator decreases 
its power output accordingly.  

B. Control tasks 
If the voltages and frequency are also used and analyzed 

as communication signals between DGs, then the primary 
control could fast detect faults like voltage swell or sags, 
short circuits, or overcurrent conditions.  

Plug and play is highly desired in MG. Easily integrating 
new distributed energy resources is critical to gain flexibility. 
Without explicit communication setup and prior knowledge 
of the system topology, this task could be effortlessly 
achieved in implicitly communicated MG. 
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III. TERTIARY CONTROL

While the primary and secondary control layers are 
typically implemented within LCs associated with individual 
components (such as distributed generators or energy storage 
systems), tertiary control is often implemented at a higher-
level central controller or a supervisory control system. The 
proposed approach is to transfer some of the responsibility to 
LC, and thus the DG itself will be more autonomous. Set-
point adjustments could be to some point handled by the LC. 
The proximity of LC to DG is beneficial due to lower 
propagation time and reduced vulnerable information 
exchange.  

In some microgrids, the tertiary control layer may 
determine the participation of individual DGs in providing 
ancillary services, such as frequency regulation or voltage 
support. The local controller can then implement the 
necessary control strategies to meet these service 
requirements while maintaining local objectives. There 
again, the use of implicit communication with before 
mentioned ability to fault detection ensures quick reaction. 

The tertiary control layer implemented in local control 
can optimize the utilization of energy storage systems. By 
analyzing the state of charge and discharge rates of energy 
storage units, the tertiary control layer can determine the most 
efficient and cost-effective storage strategies. The local 
controllers then adjust the energy storage operation 
accordingly. 

However, it is important to note that implicit 
communicated tertiary control on LC may have limitations in 
terms of system-wide optimization and coordination 
compared to explicit communication implemented in MG 
controller approaches. The lack of real-time communication 
can restrict the ability to adapt to dynamic conditions and may 
result in suboptimal performance in certain scenarios. 
Therefore, the trade-off between implicit communication 

operation and explicit communication operation should be 
carefully considered based on the specific requirements and 
constraints of the microgrid system. The trade-off between 
depends on the goals, complexity, and capabilities of the 
microgrid system. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The paper presented the approach to treat the hierarchical 
microgrid as a sensor network. LC can take advantage of 
implicit communication and behave as sensor nodes. By 
leveraging the measurements provided by DG, a vast amount 
of data becomes available for monitoring, control, and 
optimization purposes. It allows to scale up of the Microgrid 
with the use of plug and play capability without the need of 
providing additional unnecessary communication links. The 
implicit communication allows to transfer of part of the duties 
of the tertiary control from the upper MG controller to the LC 
and therefore part of control relies on decentralized decision-
making. These duties cover ancillary services, energy storage 
management, or set-point adjustments. 
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Abstract—The paper presents the backend implementation for
receiving, processing and visualizing environmental data collected
through a Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) distributed over the
twin city of Frankfurt (Oder), Germany and Słubice, Poland.

Index Terms—middleware, services, smart city, dashboard

I. INTRODUCTION

The technologies available today, allow us build systems
that improve our lifestyle and create safer environments. From
simple embedded devices to cloud-based solutions, we have
readily available building blocks that can change how we in-
teract with our surroundings. The general concept that focuses
on the technology making our lives easier is called smart city.
It utilizes data-driven solutions to optimize city operations,
enhance the quality of services, improve sustainability, and
promote citizen engagement [1]. A smart city system often
deploys an advanced infrastructure with sensors and digital
systems to collect and analyze data, enables informed decision-
making and efficient resource allocation [2]. Examples include
intelligent buildings, monitoring of traffic, environment or
crowd congestion. The definition and examples analysis shows
that the most important aspect is the ability to acquire, process
and store vast amounts of data. Therefore, it is necessary to
have a robust platform that enables seamless communication,
efficient data storage and the ability to quickly react to changes
[3] [4]. Overall, the backend should act as a hub that receives
real-time data from various environmental sensors and devices,
which enables continuous monitoring and data acquisition.

II. RELATED WORK

The design and implementation of a backend with a web
interface is a well-known and popular topic. Notable solutions
include GigaSpaces, ThingsBoard, KaaIoT or alternatives from
major tech companies, such as Microsoft, Amazon, Google,
IBM, Bosch or Cisco. Also, there are plenty of abandoned
non-commercial or academic solutions which lack publicly
available binaries or source code.

III. DESIGN

The presented work was done within a project [5] that aims
to monitor environmental parameters related to weather, air
pollution, water tanks, rivers and soil. Certain aspects were
imposed from that project, such as system requirements, data
platform, measurement frequency and overall functionality.
The proposed logical structure reflects the physical layout
of the deployment. Fig. 1 presents the key components in

the structure and relations between them. Additional compo-
nents represent node locations (grouping) and device locations
(specifying offsets). The measurement system collects data

Fig. 1. Components and relations in the structure

from a distributed network of 110 measurement stations.
It is forwarded to gateways which pass raw and unaltered
measurements for storage. Later, the data is processed, stored
and displayed. To simplify the processing and avoid inaccurate
analysis of asynchronous data, time windows were used. The
width of the time window was set to one hour.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

In order to implement the data exchange and storage, a
platform called smartDSM [6] was used, which allows to
create services that implement functionalities by interacting
with an interface that offers operations similar to those in tuple
spaces. Instead of a tuple, the data structure is called a variable.
Each write results in a new entry, which is owned by the stake-
holder that runs the service. The data can be shared between
stakeholders on an opt-in basis. The services can subscribe
to actions performed on the variables, which makes it easy
to create a distributed event-driven system. Each measured
parameter (temperature, wind, etc.) has its own variable that
contains unaltered measurements and their metadata, such as
geolocation or origin station. Several services were created
that implement the functionalities required for the project.

A. Gateway Service

The gateway acts as a bridge between the storage and the
WSN. It receives measurements over a serial interface and
uses the structure definition to decode the station type and
parameters. It forwards the parameters to the storage platform.

B. Weather Service

The weather service acts as a data processor. It listens
to data from the gateway and converts it into meaningful
structures, such as weather or pollution information. When
defining a structure, it is possible to specify the output variable
name, required parameters (raw measurements) and custom
logic that is invoked when all measurements for a given
slot are available. The Fig. 2 visualizes the concept. Raw
measurements (e.g. temperature, etc.) are received, then the
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timestamp, network and node addresses are used to identify a
slot (time window) within a structure (e.g. weather) for a given
node that sent the data. When a slot is full (all parameters
received), the processed data is written to the output variable.

Fig. 2. Visualization of processing and time windows

C. Dashboard Service

The dashboard service acts as the user interface. It allows to
view the list of all stations with locations and types of param-
eters. It can be used to view heat maps. The administrators can
create (or accept auto-generated) warnings that are visible to
everyone. It allows to check weather and air pollution history
averaged from stations across the twin city. Available history is
currently limited to a 24-hour timeframe. The frontend (Fig. 3)
has been implemented using the React framework, with ad-
dition of several libraries, such as OpenStreetMap (Leaflet),
Recharts, i18next and others. The backend of the dashboard
has been created using the Java Spring Boot framework.

Fig. 3. Visualization of processing and time windows

V. EVALUATION

The footprint of the web application is 4.5 MB. The largest
file (3.5 MB) is the JavaScript code with the React framework,
libraries and implementation. The dashboard has 4 public
API endpoints: status (weather, pollutants, warnings), network
structure, parameter names and values. Each endpoint was
stress tested by sending 100 concurrent requests, two times.
The aim was to check the overall performance and caching

behavior. The results were merged for each endpoint and
presented on Fig. 4. The chart shows that the response times
of the first 100 concurrent requests for each endpoint have
a linearly decreasing trend with the first response time being
lower than the consecutive ones. It is caused by the cache
implementation – first request blocks until calculations are
available. The next 100 concurrent requests have much lower
and steadier response times – the cached calculations are
returned. The network endpoint has a significantly higher
response time and deviation between consecutive calls, for
both of the iterations. This is most likely caused by the size
of data to process (final response is 865 kB).

Fig. 4. API stress testing results

VI. CONCLUSION AND FURTHER STEPS

The presented backend enables data collection from sensor
networks, processing and real-time visualization. It is a strong
foundation for continued exploration and development. Further
efforts could focus on optimization and processing to provide
more meaningful insights into collected information.
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